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ABSTRACT

Emerging modular cable network architectures distribute some cable headend

functions to remote nodes that are located close to the broadcast cable links reaching

the cable modems (CMs) in the subscriber homes and businesses. In the Remote-

PHY (R-PHY) architecture, a Remote PHY Device (RPD) conducts the physical layer

processing for the analog cable transmissions, while the headend runs the DOCSIS

medium access control (MAC) for the upstream transmissions of the distributed CMs

over the shared cable link. In contrast, in the Remote MACPHY (R-MACPHY) ar-

chitecture, a Remote MACPHY Device (RMD) conducts both the physical and MAC

layer processing. The dissertation objective is to conduct a comprehensive perfor-

mance comparison of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures. Also, development

of analytical delay models for the polling-based MAC with Gated bandwidth alloca-

tion of Poisson traffic in the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures and conducting

extensive simulations to assess the accuracy of the analytical model and to evaluate

the delay-throughput performance of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures for

a wide range of deployment and operating scenarios. Performance evaluations ex-

tend to the use of Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON) as transport network

between remote nodes and headend. The results show that for long CIN distances

above 100 miles, the R-MACPHY architecture achieves significantly shorter mean up-

stream packet delays than the R-PHY architecture, especially for bursty traffic. The

extensive comparative R-PHY and R-MACPHY comparative evaluation can serve as

a basis for the planning of modular broadcast cable based access networks.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Internet connectivity dominates our everyday activities, which are driven by the cre-

ation and exchange of information. Facilitated by the advances in communications,

the Internet has seen significant growth and the demand for data communication con-

tinues to soar. Cable networks were traditionally designed to carry broadcast video,

such as tv channels, to a large number of households. However, as the demand for

unicast Internet services increased, Cable Modems (CMs) were introduced to transmit

unicast data over the shared broadcast channel in a cable network. Cable links that

were originally deployed for video broadcast transmissions are an attractive platform

for delivering Internet services to distributed user locations.

Driven by this motivation, advances in cable technologies have enabled the

CMs to deliver Internet speeds up to 1 Gbps in both the uplink and downlink direction

to each CM. As a result, Multi-System Operators (MSOs) see unprecedented oppor-

tunities for the development of innovative techniques that utilize the already deployed

cable infrastructures so as to meet present and future Internet connectivity demands.

However, the traditional cable network elements were not developed to be flexible,

resulting in increased capital and operational expenditures (CAPEX/OPEX) for in-

stalling new infrastructures and upgrading existing infrastructures as technologies

advance. Recently, numerous techniques have been proposed to reduce the cost for

MSOs, such as the Distributed Converged Cable Access Platform (DCCAP) Remote-

PHY (R-PHY), and Remote MACPHY (R-MACPHY) [2–5].

The distributed converged cable access platform architecture (DCCAP), a

shifting paradigm is a key step towards revolutionizing the Internet connectivity
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through the hybrid fiber cable (HFC) network. However, the benefits of DCCAP,

such as flexibility and high scalability, come with the price of associated challenges,

which include the operator investment, the design of new remote PHY/MAC devices,

and the deployment of new fiber nodes for the digital transmissions. One way to

address the growing operator concerns towards the increased operational cost is by

virtualizing the DCCAP functions which can be deployed in the Headend of the op-

erator core. However, a careful study needs to be conducted to examine the impact

of virtualization of DCCAP functions at the headend to ensure the user satisfaction

while achieving cost reduction and maximizing the resource utilization.

Cable Television Laboratories has recently released the technical report (TR)

on distributed CCAP Architecture (DCA) [3] for a functional split. The TR speci-

fication defines two flavors of the DCA, namely remote PHY (R-PHY) and remote

MAC&PHY (R-MACPHY). In the R-PHY, the control plane and the DOCSIS-MAC

(the core) are implemented at the head end. However, DOCSIS-PHY is implemented

at the remote node in the field. For the R-MACPHY, the head end has the implemen-

tation of L2/L3 aggregation, which is connected to the remote nodes. DOCSIS-MAC

and -PHY are implemented in the remote node in the field. The remote nodes in the

field are connected via digital fiber to the head end.

In this dissertation, a careful investigation will be conducted across multiple

functions. In addition to virtualization of the DOCSIS functions, a functional split

based on PHY, MAC, or higher protocol layers can be made to achieve the desired

levels of flexibility and scalability at the virtualized DCCAP. However, each split at

the higher layers, i.e., higher than PHY, will increase the complexity at the remote

nodes. Therefore, we propose a research study focusing on the trade-offs across multi-

ple splits, whereby our studies will be focused within the framework of the functional

2



split in a virtualized DCCAP. In particular, we will conduct a performance compar-

ison of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY approaches in the context of a CCAP. We will

examine the impact of the propagation distance between CM and the location of the

upstream scheduler in both approaches and compare the resulting throughput-delay

performance as well as packet loss and delay jitter performance. We will consider a

wide range of realistic traffic patterns, including bursty self-similar data and multi-

media traffic as well as time-constrained gaming traffic.

1.1 Dissertation Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives general back-

ground on cable access networks and reviews the related work. Also, it provides

overviews of the architectural and protocol concepts of R-PHY and R-MACPHY. In

Chapter 3, we develop mathematical models of polling based medium access control to

analyze the mean upstream data packet delay in R-PHY and R-MAC cable access net-

works. Furthermore,we investigates the performance comparison of the R-PHY and

R-MACPHY approaches in the context of a Distributed CCAP Architecture consid-

ering a WAN digital Ethernet link. In Chapter 4, We investigate the open research

challenges in the context of EPON based R-PHY and R-MACPHY distributed cable

access architectures and performe extensive simulations to evaluate the performance

of EPON basedarchitectures.
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CHAPTER 2

FUNCTIONAL SPLIT IN CABLE ACCESS NETWORKS

Presently in the access networks, the Centralized Access Architecture (CAA) and the

Distributed Access Architecture (DAA) are the two common deployed types of Hy-

brid Fiber Coaxial (HFC) cable networking architectures [1]. The CAA architecture

implements all cable networking functions at a centralized network location, typically

at the headend. That is, as show in Fig. 2.1, the CCA architecture implements the

CCAP functions and CMTS functions, including DOCSIS MAC, PHY, and Edge

QAM for video in the headend, hub, or the cloud. The analog optical transceivers

generate the amplitude modulated analog optical signals to carry the information

over a fiber to a remote analog fiber node which converts the optical signals to RF

signals for transmissions over coaxial link to CMs.

2.1 Converged Cable Access Platform (CCAP)

The dramatic demand growth for both video and high-speed data services combined

with the inability of conventional cable systems to meet capacity demands without

high OPEX /CAPEX motivated MSOs to push for a new system called the Converged

Cable Access Platform (CCAP). The CCAP combines and integrates the headend

functions of a physical EQAM and the cable modem termination system (CMTS)

devices into a single system [2]. That is, an integrated CCAP (I-CCAP) has the

CMTS and EQAM in single physical chassis, similar to the illustration in Fig. 2.1

(however, the I-CCAP location is not restricted to a specific location).

Analog fiber deployments are complex, require regular maintenance, and are

highly sensitive to environmental factors. Additionally, deep fiber penetrations would

result in poor optical signal quality at the remote node optical receivers, limiting the

range of passive fiber deployments. As the bandwidth demands continue to increase
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Figure 2.1: Modular Headend Architecture and Converged Cable Access Platform
(MHA-CCAP) in an Analog HFC Cable Network. The CCAP Architecture Integrates
the PHY QAM Modulators for Video and Data Into an Universal QAM ( [1, Fig. 3]).

rapidly, current infrastructures experience an unprecedented challenge to operate in

cost effective ways while addressing the bandwidth demands. Distributed access ar-

chitectures (DAAs), as outlined in the next section, can offer potential solutions to

overcome the limitation of the analog fiber deployments [3].

2.2 Distributed CCAP

The Modular Headend Architecture (MHA) defines CCA network functions in mod-

ular fashion such that the network functions can distributed among (split between)

remote nodes and core entities, whereby the remote nodes and core entities are con-

nected by a digital fiber. In the MHAv1 architecture, the downstream PHY is im-

plemented externally at the remote node, while the upstream PHY is implemented

internally at the core. In contrast, the MHAv2 [5] architecture implements both

upstream and downstream PHY at the remote node. Although both MHAv1 and

MHAv2 are technically similar in terms of their implementation, they provide MSO-

specific deployment flexibilities. Typically, a remote node is located outside as a
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pole-mounted fiber node or remote cabinet and transfers DOCSIS frames between an

IP network interface and an RF interface.

The CCAP network functions, such as DOCSIS MAC and PHY, can be imple-

mented at the remote nodes based on the requirements to achieve the desired levels of

deployment and operational flexibility. For example, Remote PHY (R-PHY) [4] im-

plements the DOCSIS PHY layer at the remote node, whereas DOCSIS upper layers

and MAC are centrally implemented at the headend or cloud. More specifically, the

centralized functions can be physically implemented in the headend; however, they

can also be implemented at the remote site beyond the headend, e.g., in a regional

datacenter or cloud. A CCAP core typically consists of all the traditional CMTS

function, except for functions implemented at the remote nodes in a MHA architec-

ture. The network between the CCAP core and the remote node contains both Layer

2 switches and Layer 3 routers and can encompasses either the hub access network

or the optical access network, or both types of access networks. The network be-

tween the CCAP core and the remote node is commonly referred to as the Converged

Interconnect Network (CIN) [6].
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the implementation of distributed CCAP functions at the

remote nodes near the CMs. The implementation of the CCAP functions near the

CMs reduces the analog RF transmission distances, thus improving the Signal to Noise

Ratio (SNR) at the CMs [7]. Digital fiber supports long distance transmissions, un-

like analog fiber where the transmission distances are limited by the maximum power

levels supported by the optical signals. Additionally, digital fiber readily supports

variants of 802.1x Ethernet protocols, such as EPON. A secure Layer 2 Ethernet or

PON link over a digital fiber connects the remote node to the headend through mul-

tiple logical or physical channels, thus forming a Digital Fiber Coax (DFC) network

to the attached CMs [8].

CCAP cores are always located in the trusted area of the MSO network. How-

ever, remote nodes can be located in an untrusted network domain and deployed in

variety of configurations over an Ethernet link. A remote node located in an un-

trusted network is first authenticated with the CCAP core and then a secure IP

Security (IPsec) tunnel is established for the control sessions. Authentication can

be performed based on the IEEE 802.1x and 802.1ae (MACsec) standards [9]. A

single remote node can be simultaneously connected to multiple CCAP cores, e.g.,

for DOCSIS and video, or for load balancing and fault tolerance (i.e., principle and

auxiliary). Upon boot-up, the remote node in an untrusted network authenticates

itself with the CCAP core and then requests an IP address through DHCP proce-

dures. The DHCP server, managed by an MSO, provides the IP addresses of single

or multiple CCAP cores to the requesting remote node. Subsequently, the remote

node sends a connection request to the CCAP core. The CCAP core then accepts,

denies, or forwards the request to another CCAP core. The CCAP uses the Generic

Control Plane (GCP) protocol for all control plane signalling [10]. The DHCP server

also provides the initial timing to the remote nodes.
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2.3 Remote Node Topologies

Figure 2.3 shows the types of topologies for connecting a remote node via the CIN

to the CCAP core, as described in the R-PHY specifications [4]. The switch/router

that provides the remote node with access to the trusted MSO CIN is also known as

Authenticator, or Network Access Device (NAD). Type 1 is the simplest and most

widely used topology; whereby a single remote node is connected per port of the switch

or the router in the CIN. Type 2 is a daisy chained remote node connection, whereby a

single NAD port in the CIN connects multiple remote nodes. In the Type 3 topology,

a single hub or switch with connections to multiple remote nodes is connected to a

NAD port in the CIN. Additionally, multiple remote nodes are connected to the NAD

by an intermediate switch or router in the Type 4 topology.
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2.4 Request-Grant Delay

The time duration from the time instant when the CM issues a bandwidth request

(REQ) to the time instant when the corresponding grant MAP message is received

by the CM is defined as the request-grant delay. An important aspect of the MHAv2

architecture is the impact of the scheduler implementation in the CCAP core on the

request-grant delay. The CIN is typically shared by multiple remote nodes through

over-subscription so as to achieve multiplexing gains. As a result, the MAP messages

could be affected by other traffic types in the CIN. Therefore, the DOCSIS con-

trol signalling traffic is prioritized by sending it independently through independent

logical interfaces (tunnels). The routers and switches in the CIN support Differenti-

ated Services Code Points (DSCPs) and can be configured with Per Hop Behaviors

(PHBs) [11] such that control signalling traffic is prioritized. That is, the DOCSIS

control packet traffic is forwarded with priority to achieve low latency while traversing

the CIN [12]. The overall performance experienced by the remote node depends on

the scheduling of the various signalling messages as well as the data (payload) mes-

sages. This scheduling can become especially critical when the scheduler is physically

separated (by a large propagation distance) from the remote node across the CIN [13].

Ideally, the operation and performance of the centralized upstream scheduler should

match the operation and performance of the integrated CMTS (I-CMTS) system

(where all the network functions, including the DOCSIS scheduler, are co-located at

the headend or hub). The main purpose of this project is to formulate, evaluate, and

discuss the throughput-delay (as well as loss and jitter) performance implications of

the remote nodes in the MHAv2 architecture for a range of scheduling mechanisms,

traffic types, and CIN designs.
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2.5 Related Work

Cable Laboratories (CableLabs) is a non-profit innovation and R&D lab that pub-

lishes, maintains, and updates the specifications and technical reports related to DOC-

SIS, video, security and cable technologies. DCA architectures can reduce space and

power requirements at the headend, increase spectral efficiency at the CMs, and sup-

port increased numbers of wavelengths in WDM. There are several DCA variants,

including R-PHY and R-MACPHY with or without EQAM [1].

2.5.1 DOCSIS

DOCSIS provides MAC [14] and PHY layer specifications for the CMs to communicate

with the CMTS. Basic principles of DOCSIS, including scheduling procedures, have

been reviewed in [15]. While earlier DOCSIS versions had limited capabilities, the

recent DOCSIS 3.1 version supports downstream data peak throughputs on the order

of Gbps [16]. DOCSIS 3.1 uses OFDM based transceivers to utilize narrowband sub-

carrier modulations over the broadband spectrum to achieve high spectral efficiency.

High levels of QAM modulation, up to 16K, Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) For-

ward Error Correction (FEC), and a wide spectrum of 1.2 GHz in downstream and

204 MHz in upstream are some of the distinguishing features of DOCSIS 3.1 from

earlier versions [17]. DOCSIS 3.1 also supports different QoS levels for business and

residential application. The service operations, administration, and management ca-

pabilities of L2VPN can be applied to the DOCSIS 3.1 framework to reduce the cost

of operations [18].

2.5.2 Bandwidth Allocation

The DOCSIS scheduler allocates the upstream bandwidth with bandwidth allocation

map (MAP) messages to the CMs. A dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm
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sizes (dimensions) the grants (upstream transmission windows) based on the reports

received by the CMs and sends the grants via MAP messages to the respective CMs.

Initial DBA designs for QoS based grant allocations have been discussed in [19]. A

CM can content with other CMs for the upstream transmissions of request messages

to the CMTS. The DOCSIS contention behavior in CATV networks has been ex-

amined in [20]. In order to resolve the contention, Kuo et al. [21] have presented a

priority access based collision resolution scheme for different traffic priorities, such as

delay sensitive and best effort streams. Similarly, Heyaime-Duvergé et al. [22] have

proposed a application traffic based DBA to reduce the control signaling and increase

bandwidth utilization. As an improvement to the earlier DOCSIS versions, Liao et

al. [23, 24] proposed to adaptively allocate the TCP flow transmission slots by using

fast request transmission and long packet deferment techniques. The impacts of the

DOCSIS MAC protocols on TCP have been investigated in [25]. DOCSIS simulation

models have been presented in [26–28].

DOCSIS 3.1 allows the OFDM subcarriers to be modulated with different

QAM modulation levels. That is, the same modulation constellation is not necessar-

ily used across all OFDM subcarriers. This technique is also referred to as the mixed

modulation codeword scheme. Jung et al. [29] have compared the performance of

mixed modulation codewords and shortened codewords. Their evaluation show that

mixed modulation achieves better performance for low SNRs as compared to short-

ened codewords. The performance monitoring of practical HFC network deployments

is very important to deliver services with high reliability to the customers. Benha-

van et al. [30] have presented a cost-effective and time-efficient network state ana-

lyzer that uses 3 dimensional data, upstream power, upstream SNR, and downstream

power parameters to represent the state of the HFC network. The proposed tech-

nique separates the regions in the state representation to evaluate the HFC network
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performance. Ra et al. [31] in an effort to extend the current DOCSIS capabilities,

have recently implemented high performance UHD video transmission systems based

on OFDM over an HFC network using FPGAs to facilitate next generation designs.

2.5.3 Functional Split: Remote PHY (R-PHY)

In an attempt to evolve DOCSIS 3.1, the cable industry has been exploring to utilize

deep fiber technologies, such as HFC, to improve customer experience and opera-

tional cost. The R-PHY architecture separates the DOCSIS PHY functions from the

traditional CCAP chassis. Pseudowire technology is extended over an IP network to

connect an RPD with rest of the CCAP. The motivation for the R-PHY architecture

has been presented in [32] by Breznick. Similarly, Sowinski [33] has discussed the

impact of R-PHY on cable service convergence. Separating functions in the CCAP

platform can achieve several benefits, such as independent scaling of MPEG video de-

livery, and flexible management of DOCSIS and OOB. For example, the software and

physical hardware upgrades in the R-PHY architecture are modular and independent,

resulting in improved availability and manageability. However, the CM performance

in functional split architectures can be significantly impacted by several network char-

acteristics, such as remote node and CM distances from the CCAP core, traffic types,

numbers of users and CIN network characteristics. Chapman et al. [13, 34] have

presented a preliminary performance analysis of the impact of CM distance from the

CCAP core in an R-PHY architecture. Their simulations indicated, that when CM to

CCAP core distance was 0 to 100 miles, the observed downstream delay was between

0 to 1 MAP duration, which corresponds to 0 to 2 ms. The corresponding upstream

delay was on the order of 10 ms, mainly due to REQ retries, CM and CMTS buffering

and processing as well as reassembly of packets at the CCAP and R-PHY systems.
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2.5.4 QoS

Introduced in DOCSIS 3.0, channel boding combines two or more physical chan-

nels to form a single logical channel of aggregated bandwidth capable of delivering

higher throughputs to a single CM. However, the system complexity increase with

the number of channels, particularly at the receivers. Therefore, in an effort to design

low-complexity receivers, Lee et al. [35] demonstrated a novel CM receiver design

supporting up to four upstream channels using digital down-converters and FPGAs.

Larger bandwidths may be required to support 10 Mbps data rate capabilities in

coaxial network transmission systems. A phase mismatch between carrier frequency

and center frequency of the operational bandwidth can occur in systems operating

over large bandwidths. Common phase rotation compensation techniques applied at

the receivers can mitigate the phase mismatch effects. Bae et al. [36] have presented

implementation results of such a phase rotation compensation technique on an OFDM

transmission system capable of 10 Gbps data rate using only digital signal processors

and FPGAs.

Large buffers at the CM help the network to operate with high utilization.

However, TCP automatically adjusts the transmissions rate to reach the maximum

capacity of the link resulting in the filling up of buffers for a large traffic flow. A

packet belonging to an application requiring low bandwidth may arrive to an almost

full buffer causing the packet to unnecessarily wait in the buffer. In certain situations,

a deployed CM can experience buffer delays on the order of 2 to 3 seconds [37]. This

phenomenon of large buffers resulting in performance degradations of latency sensi-

tive applications is referred to as Bufferbloat [38]. Active Queue Management (AQM)

is a technique employed at the buffers to ensure that applications do not suffer due to

the high buffer utilizations of TCP. A common AQM approach when a TCP standing
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queue is detected is to drop packets and to send a signal to the source to reduce the

rate before the buffer is full. DOCSIS 3.0/3.1 employs an AQM based on the Propor-

tional Integral Controller Enhanced (PIE) algorithm, referred to as DOCSIS-PIE [39].

Advanced buffer management techniques for DOCSIS networks are discussed in [40].

More specifically, an optimal queue capacity maximizing throughput and minimizing

the delay is achieved by identifying the relationship between cable modem upstream

buffer management and best effort application performance. White et al. [41] have

evaluated the performance of the DOCSIS-PIE mechanism through simulations under

various traffic scenarios, such as gaming, VoIP, and HTTP. Their simulations showed

the reduction in upstream latency from several thousands of milliseconds to tens of

milliseconds under loaded condition. Similarly, Hong et al. [42] have presented an

evaluation of AQM performance based on fairness in broadband cable networks.

DOCSIS 3.1 also utilizes the benefits of narrowband multi-carrier OFDM mod-

ulation to achieve high data rates. OFDM enables its subcarriers to be modulated at

different modulation orders, independent of each other. This flexibility allows CMTS

to assign the modulation order based on the CM to CMTS channel characteristics,

such as channel quality and link utilization. The bit loading profile is a map of mod-

ulation orders to the subcarriers in an OFDM symbol. The trade-offs associated a

specific bit loading profile can vary from choosing uniform single bit loading to in-

dependent bit loading for each subcarrier. When a single bit loading profile is used,

all the CMs are assigned to the same modulation order to meet a minimum SNR

level across all the CMs. This can lower the overall throughput due to inefficient

use of the high SNR levels. Conversely, a large number of bit loading profiles can

significantly increase the system complexity, processing delay, overhead, and memory

requirements. Therefore, DOCSIS 3.1 allows up to 16 and 4 bit loading profiles in

downstream and upstream, respectively. CMs are categorized into multiple groups
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and each group is assigned a bit loading profile from all the possible profiles such that

the minimum SNR is met across all CMs within the group. Performance of the DOC-

SIS can largely vary with the number bit loading profiles and grouping techniques.

Mehmood et al. [43] have discussed the performance trade-off under various grouping

techniques, such as BiSort and K-Means (vector quantization).

Theoretical performance analysis of cable networks conducted by Gao et al. [44]

has shown that when the network components, such as the CMs, operate indepen-

dently with localized decisions, their actions, such as contentions, may lead to poor

performance of the overall system. That is, a prescribed quality of service is hard

to achieve under existing control mechanisms. Therefore, an alternative method of

regulated operation through centralized control of the CMs was recommended to

precisely meet QoS requirements for the MSOs. In addition, Gao et al. [45] have

also theoretically investigated the performance of cable networks when the users and

network entities function strategically in a coordinated fashion to show that overall

performance of the network may degrade when the network entities function inde-

pendently.

2.5.5 Optical Networks

The traditional PON network connects an OLT with multiple distributed ONUs. In

addition to layer 2 functions, the OLT can support higher layer networking functions,

such as layer 3 routing, and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). Moreover, the

OLT in a PON network can be extended to support DOCSIS networking and man-

agement functions. DOCSIS Provisioning of EPON (DPoE) [46] is an evolutionary

mechanism for existing EPON whereby DOCSIS functions are provisioned through

the PON. Rapid changes in both access and aggregation networks, equipment require-

ments, and provisioning techniques are driven by new MSO business services in the
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DOCSIS area, including point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, and multipoint Ethernet

services over the HFC network [47]. The traditional way of upgrading the network

components would involve skilled staff physically inspecting devices for errors, copy-

ing the configuration files via an RS-232 cable, and installing the configurations; this

is a labor intensive process and prone to human errors. Therefore, Mallette et al. [48]

presented a DOCSIS provisioning automation, a software based configuration solution

for a DPoE network based on a demarcation Device Auto Configuration (DAC).

Emmendorfer et al. [49] have extensively discussed PON deployments for DOC-

SIS management in both CAA and DAA architectures. CAA employs a PON extender

node for improved fiber utilization. In contrast, DAA implements the OLT functions

at the remote node to save space at the headend. In either case, the PON deployments

increase the fiber distance between headend and customers. The IEEE has defined a

new project, EPON Protocol over Coax (EPoC) 802.3bn, to enable 1G/10G EPON

services over HFC networks. As the optical and coaxial transport mechanisms are

functionally different, the integration of the two technologies is challenging. Bhumika

et al. [50, 51] have discussed the design issues and challenges of the EPoC networks.

The MSOs offer several EPoC deployments addressing the challenges in different ways:

i) through passive coax, where a fiber coax unit is installed to bridge the optical and

coaxial medium, ii) overlay through amplifiers and coax, and iii) overlay through

complete HFC network.

Complementary to DOCSIS networks, PON technology also plays a significant

role in Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) networks. Mercian et al. [52–54] have presented

an approach to control the upstream buffer occupancies at the drop-point devices

(DPDs) or the ONUs. In their approach, the DPD, which is similar to a remote node

in the MHAv2 architecture is connected to OLT in the headend and schedules up-
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stream transmissions for DSL modems which are connected to DPDs. The algorithms

discussed in the article can be adapted for DOCSIS 3.1 networks involving OFDM

and can be a key step in promoting protocol convergence of DSL with cable access

technologies.

2.5.6 Virtualization

Network virtualization allows multiple isolated virtual networks to operate based on

one installed physical network [55–58]. Virtualization of network functions can benefit

MSOs in many different ways, including reduction in the CAPEX/OPEX, as well as

increased flexibility and scalability. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) imple-

ments network functions, which were traditionally implemented on proprietary and

dedicated hardware devices, such as firewalls and NAT devices, as software entities.

NFV can therefore leverage virtualization (i.e., softwarization) of complex functions,

such as CCAP, provided there is sufficient processing capacity at the hosting ma-

chines in the data centers. Kurtz et al. [59] have discussed important aspects of

network virtualization at the headend. More specifically, Kurtz et al. have discussed

the importance of virtualizing Cloud DVR, CCAP, OLT and the user interface for

set bop boxes for the MSOs. Virtualization of such complex functions would require

large memories and high computing processing which can be the limiting factors for

NFV implementation. Therefore, hardware acceleration techniques based on NIC,

PCI-E, and on-Chip/multi-Chip module accelerators were recommended as potential

solutions to efficiently utilize hardware resources for the virtualization.

In the case of R-PHY, the DOCSIS MAC entity can be implemented at the

headend or cloud. One of the possibilities to implement the DOCSIS MAC is through

virtualization, in contrast to implementation through dedicated hardware. The DOC-

SIS MAC protocol involves relative complex operations as compared to other MAC
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operations, such as Ethernet and PON. A complete DOCSIS MAC module would

include data and control plane functions for upstream and downstream, such as en-

cryption/decryption and fragmentation, as well as management functions, such as

load balancing, CM control, dynamic flow changes, QoS and subscriber management.

Zhang et al. [60] have evaluated the performance of virtualizing DOCSIS MAC in

a data center to understand the implications of virtualization. The DOCSIS MAC

was virtualized on a generic CPU, and FPGA. Their evaluation showed that the

power consumption of an X86 CPU MAC was 24 times higher than a FPGA MAC to

achieve the same bandwidth. In addition, the hardware cost of the CPU was about

77 times higher than the cost of the FPGAs. As the hardware supporting the virtu-

alization technologies evolves, the implementation of DOCSIS vMAC in the R-PHY

architecture still needs to be thoroughly investigated and improved.

Availability of NFV in the framework of cable infrastructures has been dis-

cussed by Bernstein [61]. A VM which implements the NFVs for CMTS can be

broadly categorized into non-critical functions, such as hardware or software depen-

dent functions that can be replaced, and critical functions which require minimum

packet loss and stateful recovery. Critical functions need to be protected with high

availability of the VMs by sharing run-time states and information among the re-

dundant resources. Therefore, NFV needs to be carefully evaluated in terms of both

hardware capabilities as well as implementation cost for the high availability network

function with redundant hardware components.

2.5.7 SDN

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a networking paradigm that separates the

control and data planes across the network elements. SDN allows for for a wide range

of flexibilities and adaptations, while supporting scalable network operation [62–70].
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As the number of users increase over the access networks, MSOs face numerous chal-

lenges to accommodate their growing demands. The demand for new and interactive

services requires regular upgrades of existing infrastructures. In general, there can

be thousands of CMTSs and millions of CMs, Set top boxes, and embedded Multi-

media Terminal Adapters (eMTAs) connected across access networks to the headend.

Provisioning of these devices is certainly a challenging task, especially for the devices

that require experienced technical staff at a remote site. Sundaresan [71] has pre-

sented benefits and challenges of SDN for MSOs to address the growing number of

users and service demands. SDN can leverage the centralized control mechanisms,

where all devices are controlled and provisioned through a network operating system

hosting the SDN applications at the headend. In the present MSO deployments, CMs

are configured with static configuration of services, using the CM configuration file.

When a new service needs to be enabled to a CM, the CM configuration file is up-

dated followed by a restart of the CM. Therefore, the CM reconfiguration is currently

not scalable, causes outages, and can often lead to human errors. When SDN princi-

ples are adapted to the cable network, reconfigurations of the CMs can be conducted

on-the-fly, when required.

Dai et al. [72] have discussed the benefits SDN applications for optical access

networks which are employed in cable technologies. Other use cases of the SDN in

cable networks include management of L2VPN services, DOCSIS 3.1 profile manage-

ment, such as variable bit loading, and CCAP management abstractions. Patel et

al. [73] have presented an implementation of SDN based programmable DOCSIS net-

works using the Open DayLight Controller (ODL). The DOCSIS network has been

functionally divided into application, SDN control, and resource layers for defining the

boundaries between application, control, and data planes for SDN. Patel et al. have

developed the ODL based PacketCable Multimedia (PCMM) plug-in, i.e., an SDN
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application, to demonstrate the control of multimedia QoS management in DOCSIS

networks.

OpenFlow based DOCSIS architectures have been investigated in [74, 75].

These architectures are based on an ALien Hardware INtegration Proxy (ALHINP),

whereby the DOCSIS access network is abstracted as a wide-area OpenFlow virtual

switch. This enables an OpenFlow controller to operate independently with the DOC-

SIS functions. The proposed mechanisms enable L2 based QoS services for DOCSIS

by creating logical flow pipes in OpenFlow enabled network devices. In contrast, an

architecture based on SDN and NFV to integrate the heterogeneous access networks

has been presented by Nandiraju et al. [76].

2.5.8 Wireless

Mobile broadband has seen unprecedented technology developments to grapple with

data and services demands due to the exponential user growth. Advancing wireless

technologies are grealty improving the wireless resource utilization [77–81]. At the

same time, novel coding mechanisms make wireless communication highly robust [82–

91]. Although deployments of small cells can achieve capacity increases and satisfy

data demand requirements, backhaul network complexity increases when trying to ac-

commodate small cells. However, access networks that have already been deployed by

MSOs, such as the HFC networks for cable access, provide an opportunistic platform

to support both small cells and the backhaul. Driven by this motivation, Gambini

et al. [92] have presented a Femto-Wireless over Cable (FemtoWoC) architecture.

In FemtoWoC, the cable links are terminated at the common Multi-cell Base Sta-

tion (McBS) processing unit which then jointly processes the signals from small cells

connected to the cable networks. The centralized McBS has distinct advantages to

address some of the critical challenges of small cell deployments, such as interference
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coordination. Additionally, the compounded MIMO channel resulting from the cas-

cade of air-MIMO and cable-MIMO links can be exploited by centralized processing

at McBS.

Mehmood et al. [93] have presented a user clustering mechanism based on user

channel characteristics for variable bit assignments to maximize the data rates sup-

porting small cell backhaul over coaxial cable. Users are grouped based on similarities

in channel characteristics, then bit-loading profiles are independently assigned to each

group. The proposed joint grouping and profile assignment algorithm achieves near

to optimum performance with low implementation complexity. The resulting high

data rates enable coaxial cable to provide high backhaul capacity for small cells.

2.5.9 Energy

Large numbers of network nodes, such as CMTSs and CMs, can be connected to an

HFC network. As a result, there can be significant power consumption within the

HFC network. A CMTS configuration that maps the physical CMTS ports to down-

stream/upstream channels for a CM are referred to as Receiver Channel Set (RCS)

and Transmitter Channel Set (TCS). Traditionally, the DOCSIS channel bonding con-

nects a CM to the CMTS with multiple upstream and downstream channels based

on RCS/TCS configuration such that the peak traffic load at a CM is accommodated

by the network. However, when a CM has lower traffic requirements, the aggregated

upstream and downstream channels would remain connected and active, leading to

energy loss. Zhu [94] has proposed energy-saving algorithms for CMTS and CM such

that energy consumption is minimized, independent of large packet delays and num-

ber of operational changes. A channel bonding technique groups multiple physical

channels into a single logical channel to increase channel capacity for a single CM

and to deliver higher data rates. The proposed Dynamic Bonding Change (DBC)
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algorithm is targeted to dynamically adapt TCS and RCS configurations based on

traffic requirements. More specifically, the DBC algorithm at the CMTS and CM

is able to add, delete, and replace upstream and downstream channels assigned to a

specific CM such that the network-wide energy consumption is minimized. In another

proposed CMTS-side algorithm, a sleep mode is enabled and a shut down performed

on the idle or underutilized CMTS ports to conserve energy.

A similar approach for channel bonding with a QoS aware scheduling algorithm

has been proposed by Lu et al. [95]. Analytical expressions for the packet delay and

power consumption based on M/M/n queuing models and a three dimensional Markov

chain were developed. Performance results for the proposed scheduling algorithm

showed significant power savings of up to 75% compared to transmitters and receivers

being always active at the CMTS and CM.
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CHAPTER 3

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF VIRTUALIZED R-PHY AND R-MACPHY

CABLE ACCESS NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
3.1 Introduction

Cable networks were traditionally designed to carry broadcast television (TV) to a

large number of households. However, as the demand for unicast Internet services

increased, Cable Modems (CMs) and the Data Over Cable Service Interface Specifi-

cation (DOCSIS) were introduced to transmit unicast data over the shared broadcast

channel in a cable network. Advances in cable technologies have enabled Internet

speeds up to 1 Gbps in both the uplink and downlink direction to each CM.

As a result, multi-system operators that operate multiple cable TV systems see

unprecedented opportunities for the development of innovative techniques that utilize

the already deployed cable infrastructures so as to meet present and future Internet

connectivity demands. However, the traditional cable network elements were not

developed to be flexible, resulting in increased capital and operational expenditures

(CAPEX/OPEX) for installing new infrastructures and upgrading existing infrastruc-

tures as technologies advance. Recently, numerous techniques have been proposed to

reduce the costs, such as the converged cable access platform (CCAP) and the mod-

ular Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS), see Section 4.2.1 and [1–3, 96].

In order to reduce the propagation distances of analog signals in these broad-

cast cable based Internet access systems there has been a trend to modularize the cable

headend processing. Digital signals are then transmitted to the headend processing

modules that are distributed to remote nodes placed in close proximity to the CMs;

thus analog signals travel only short distances from the headend processing modules to

the CMs. Two main competing strategies have recently been proposed: Remote-PHY
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(R-PHY), where the physical layer processing for the cable transmission is conducted

in distributed remote nodes while the medium access control (MAC) is conducted in

a centralized headend location, and Remote MACPHY (R-MACPHY) [2–5], where

both physical and MAC processing are conducted in remote nodes.

3.1.1 Related Work

Access networks based on broadcast cable have been extensively studied during the

development of the IEEE 801.14 protocol mechanisms, see e.g. [97–108], which subse-

quently influenced the DOCSIS specification [109–111]. Several studies have evaluated

and refined the basic DOCSIS mechanisms. Simulation models for DOCSIS have been

developed in [15, 26, 27], while the upstream throughput of DOCSIS 1.1 has been

examined in [112–115], and the transmission of MPEG and IPTV video [116–122] on

DOCSIS has been considered in [123–125]. Initial dynamic bandwidth allocation de-

signs for Quality of Service (QoS) based grant allocations have been discussed in [19].

A CM can content with other CMs for the upstream transmissions of request messages

to the CMTS at the headend. The DOCSIS contention behavior has been examined

in [20, 45, 126–129]. In order to resolve the contention, Kuo et al. [21] have presented

a priority access based collision resolution scheme for different traffic priorities. Simi-

larly, Heyaime-Duvergé et al. [22] have proposed an application traffic based dynamic

bandwidth allocation (DBA) to reduce the control signaling and increase bandwidth

utilization. As an improvement to the earlier DOCSIS versions, Liao et al. [23, 24]

proposed to adaptively allocate the TCP flow transmission slots by using fast request

transmission and long packet deferment techniques. The impact of the DOCSIS MAC

protocols on TCP have been further investigated in [25]. DOCSIS simulation models

have been presented in [26–28]. All of these prior studies have considered conventional

cable access architectures where all headend functions are co-located in the headend.
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In contrast, we examine modular cable access architectures in this study, where

some headend functions are distributed to remote nodes. Prior studies on modular

cable access network architectures have mostly been qualitative in nature, exploring

the various features and possibilities opened up by modularizing the cable headend [1,

32–34, 130] We are only aware of one prior quantitative study on modular cable

network architectures, namely the study by Chapman et al. [13]. Chapman et al. [13]

have presented a preliminary performance analysis of the impact of the CIN distance

from the remote node to the headend (CCAP core) in the R-PHY architecture for

Poisson traffic. In contrast, we provide a comprehensive performance evaluation of

both the R-PHY and R-MACPHY modular cable architectures for both Poisson and

bursty self-similar traffic.

The cable DOCSIS MAC protocol is based on the general polling strategy [131–

133], which has been mathematically analyzed in various other network contexts, such

as passive optical access networks, see e.g., [134–142]. Most mathematical analysis

work for cable access networks has focused on the contention of bandwidth requests,

see for instance [20, 21, 45, 126–129]. Complementary to these existing mathematical

analyses of the bandwidth request contention in cable access networks, we consider

the piggybacking of bandwidth requests on upstream data transmissions [143] and

focus on the polling MAC dynamics. Specifically, we adapt existing delay analysis

strategies for polling to the cable DOCSIS MAC protocol.

3.1.2 Contributions

This article makes two main original contributions to the research on access networks

based on broadcast cable networks. First, we adapt mathematical models of polling

based medium access control to mathematically analyze the mean upstream data

packet delay in cable access networks. In particular, we develop delay models for
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the R-PHY and R-MACPHY modular cable architectures. That is, we develop delay

models for the R-PHY architecture, which makes upstream MAC decisions in the

headend, as well as the R-MACPHY architecture, which makes MAC decisions in the

remote nodes.

Second, we conduct an extensive numerical comparison of the throughput-

delay performance of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures for a wide range of

scenarios. We examine traffic burstiness levels ranging from Poisson traffic to highly

bursty self-similar traffic. We consider CIN network distances ranging from tens of

miles to 2000 miles, which may arise when conducting the DOCSIS MAC processing

in a headend that is virtualized in the cloud. We consider dynamic bandwidth allo-

cation based on Gated grant sizing and Excess sharing grant sizing in combination

with offline and double-phase polling (DPP) scheduling, which closely approximates

pipelined scheduling.

3.1.3 Organization

Throughout this article, we compare the R-PHY and R-MACPHY modular architec-

tures of access networks based on the broadcast cable medium. Towards this end,

this article is organized as follows:

1. Overviews of the architectural and protocol concepts of R-PHY and R-MACPHY

are given in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

2. The end-to-end upstream mean packet delays in the R-PHY and R-MACPHY

architectures are analytically modeled in Section 3.4.

3. Numerical performance comparisons based on analytical and simulation results

for a wide range of cable network parameters are presented in Section 4.4.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Main Acronyms

CCAP Converged Cable Access Platform (CCAP core
implements CMTS headend functions)

CIN Converged Interconnect Network (between RN and CMTS)
CM Cable Modem
CMTS Cable Modem Termination System (DOCSIS cable headend)
DEPI Downstream External PHY Interface (downstream CCAP

core to RPD PWs)
DOCSIS Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification
MAP Bandwidth Allocation MAP
PW Pseudowire (logical link between RN and CCAP core)
RMD Remote MACPHY Device
RN Remote Node (either RMD or RPD)
RPD Remote PHY Device
SG Service Group (group of CMs)
UEPI Upstream External PHY Interface (upstream RPD to

CCAP core PWs)
vMAC virtual MAC (implemented in cloud)

The main acronyms used in this article are summarized in Table 4.1.

3.2 Background on Distributed Cable Access Architectures
3.2.1 General Background on Cable Access Networks
3.2.1.1 Converged Cable Access Platform (CCAP)

The Converged Cable Access Platform (CCAP) integrates the physical layer QAM

modulators [144] for video and data into an universal QAM for DOCSIS connectivity

to the CMs. DOCSIS specifies the MAC [26] and PHY layers for communication be-

tween the distributed CMs and the central cable modem termination system (CMTS)

at the headend. Traditionally, hybrid fiber coax access networks [145, 146] used analog

optical transceivers at the headend to generate amplitude modulated analog optical

signals to carry the information over a fiber to a remote analog fiber node which

converted the optical signals to radio frequency (RF) signals for transmission over

the coaxial cable to the CMs. Limitations of analog transmissions have motivated

the development of modular headend architectures with digital transmission over the
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Figure 3.1: The Modular Headend Version 2 (Mhav2) Architecture Moves Some Ccap
Functions from the Headend to the Remote Nodes. The Remote Nodes Are Typically
Connected to the Headend/CCAP Core via a Digital Ethernet Fiber Network. In the
Remote-PHY (R-PHY) Architecture, The Remote Node Implements the Docsis Phy.
In the Remote-MACPHY (R-MACPHY) Architecture, the Remote Node Implements
Both Docsis Phy And Mac. The R-PHY and R-MACPHY Nodes Serve the Attached
Cable Access Networks in Broadcast Mode.

fiber segment from headend to remote node.

3.2.1.2 Modular Headend Architecture (MHA)

The Modular Headend Architecture (MHA) modularizes the CCAP network functions

so that the network functions can be distributed among (split between) headend and

remote nodes, whereby the headend and remote nodes are connected by a digital

fiber, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Digital fiber supports long distance transmissions and

variants of the 802.3 family of Ethernet protocols, such as Ethernet Passive Optical

Networks (EPONs, IEEE 802.3ah, IEEE 802.3av). A secure Layer 2 Ethernet or PON

link over a digital fiber connects the remote node to the headend through multiple

logical or physical channels, thus forming a digital fiber coax network to the attached

CMs [8]. Implementing some CCAP functions in remote nodes near the CMs reduces

the analog transmission distances, thus improving the signal to noise ratio at the

CMs [7].
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Typically, a remote node is located outdoors as a pole-mounted fiber node

or remote cabinet and transfers DOCSIS frames between an IP network interface

and an RF interface. The centralized functions can be physically implemented in the

headend; however, they can also be implemented at a remote site beyond the headend,

e.g., in a regional datacenter or in the cloud. The CCAP core at the headend typically

consists of all the traditional CMTS function, except for functions implemented at

the remote nodes. The network between the CCAP core and the remote node can

contain both Layer 2 switches and Layer 3 routers and is commonly referred to as the

Converged Interconnect Network (CIN) [6].

3.2.2 Remote PHY (R-PHY) Architecture

The Remote-PHY (R-PHY) [4] architecture implements the DOCSIS PHY layer at

the remote node, whereas the DOCSIS upper layers and MAC are centrally imple-

mented at the headend or cloud. More specifically, the R-PHY architecture separates

the DOCSIS PHY functions from the traditional CCAP chassis. Separating functions

in the CCAP platform can achieve several benefits, such as independent scaling of

MPEG video delivery, and flexible management of DOCSIS and out-of-band (OOB)

cable transmissions. OOB transmissions use the frequency bands that are mutually

exclusive to the bands reserved for the traditional data transmissions. OOB provides

auxiliary services, such as Set Top Box (STB) connectivity and management in cable

access platforms [147]. The function separation in the CCAP platform makes the

software and physical hardware upgrades in the R-PHY architecture modular and

independent, resulting in improved availability and manageability [32, 33].

3.2.2.1 R-PHY Internals

The R-PHY architecture separates the CCAP into CCAP core functions that are

implemented at a centralized location (e.g., headend or cloud), and into DOCSIS PHY
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Figure 3.2: R-PHY Architecture: DOCSIS MAC is Implemented at the CCAP Core,
Whereas, the DOCSIS PHY is Implemented at a Remote-PHY Device (RPD)

functions that are implemented at the RPD, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The CCAP core

in an R-PHY architecture consists of the CMTS for DOCSIS (which in turn consists

of the DOCSIS MAC and upper layers) and an edge QAM (EQAM) [146] MAC for

video. The DOCSIS upper layers include control signaling functions, downstream

and upstream bandwidth schedulers, as well as DOCSIS framing. The RPD connects

to the CCAP cores through a network interface and connects to the CMs through

an RF interface. An RPD also supports the Layer 1 PHY conversion, Layer 2 MAC

conversion, and Layer 3 pseudowires (PWs) [4]. An IP PW is a logical interface, such

as an IP tunnel, that seamlessly transports the DOCSIS frames between the CCAP

core and the RPD.

The RPD receives the downstream DOCSIS signals from the CCAP core over

a digital medium, such as Ethernet or PON. The RPD then essentially functions as

a physical layer converter that converts the received digital signals to analog signals

for RF transmissions over the coaxial cable. In the upstream direction, the RPD

converts the DOCSIS analog signals received from the CMs of a service group (SG)

to digital frames. These digital frames are then transported to the CCAP core at the

headend/cloud for further processing.
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Figure 3.3: DEPI and UEPI Protocol Mechanisms Create Multiple Pseudowires
(PWs) between CCAP Core and RPD to Transport the DOCSIS PHY Frames in
the Downstream and MAC Frames in Upstream Directions.

3.2.2.2 R-PHY Transport Mechanisms

The Downstream External PHY Interface (DEPI) [148] and Upstream External PHY

Interface (UEPI) [149] provide the transport mechanisms between the RPD and the

CCAP core. DEPI and UEPI are based on the Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol version

3 (L2TPv3) i.e., RFC 3931 [150]. The L2TPv3 transparently transports Layer 2

protocols over a Layer 3 network creating the PWs. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the

DEPI consists of multiple PWs between the DOCSIS MAC module at the CCAP core

and the PHY module in the RPD so as to create independent paths for signalling

and data transmissions between RPD and CCAP core. The signalling transmissions

include control frames for setting up, maintaining, and tearing down of sessions. The

data transmissions include DOCSIS data frames, video packets, and OOB packets. In

addition, the DEPI supports the Packet Streaming Protocol (PSP) [151] for advanced

services, such as DOCSIS 3.1. Similar to DEPI, the UEPI also creates PWs between

the CCAP core and RPD, supporting independent control and data transmissions in

the upstream direction.
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More specifically, the downstream operation at the RPD involves DOCSIS

framing of the payloads that are extracted from the traffic received by the DEPI

interface, the RF modulation of DOCSIS frames, and the RF signal transmissions

over the cable interface. When the signal is received from the coax cable in the

upstream direction, the operations at the R-PHY include the RF demodulation, the

digitization of the received analog RF signals, and the extraction of DOCSIS frames.

The resulting frames are then encapsulated by the UEPI for transmissions via the

network interface to the CCAP core. In order to support the DOCSIS MAC, the RPD

extracts the bandwidth requests from the DOCSIS frames that arrive from the CMs.

The RPD then encapsulates and sends the requests with priority over a separate PW.

In particular, the routers and switches in the CIN support Differentiated Services

Code Points (DSCPs) and can be configured with Per Hop Behaviors (PHBs) [11]

such that control signalling traffic is prioritized. That is, the DOCSIS control packet

traffic is forwarded with priority to achieve low latency while traversing the CIN [12].

3.2.2.3 R-PHY Variants

The CIN network between CCAP core and RPD is typically either an active Ethernet

network or an optical network. The DOCSIS MAC can be implemented either at the

headend (i.e., CCAP core) or in remote data centers (i.e., cloud). Additionally, the

DOCSIS scheduler can be implemented either at the headend or RPD, i.e., the sched-

uler could be separated from the MAC [4, Section 10.1, Annex B1]. Thus, a variety

of combinations of CIN type, vMAC location, and DOCSIS scheduler location are

possible. We consider the DOCSIS MAC and scheduler to be co-located throughout.

More specifically, we focus in this study on two common variants of R-PHY with Eth-

ernet CIN: i) DOCSIS MAC and scheduling in the headend, and ii) DOCSIS MAC

and scheduling implemented in the cloud (vMAC).
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Figure 3.4: (a) R-PHY with Ethernet CIN and MAC/Scheduling in Headend (Sec-
tion 3.2.2.3): Ethernet Links Provide the CIN Connectivity between the RPD and
Headend. The CCAP Core is Located at the Headend and Implements the DOCSIS
MAC and Scheduling. (b) R-PHY with Ethernet CIN and vMAC in cloud (Sec-
tion 3.2.2.3): DOCSIS MAC and Scheduling are Implemented at a Cloud Location.
An Ethernet Connection Spans From the Cloud to the RPD, Enabling the Commu-
nication between DOCSIS vMAC and RPD.

R-PHY with Ethernet CIN and MAC/Scheduling in Headend The R-PHY with

Ethernet variant connects the RPD with the CCAP core through IEEE 802.3 [152]

links over switches and routers in the CIN. The CCAP core implements the DOCSIS

MAC and scheduler in the headend as show in Fig. 3.4(a). DEPI and UEPI interfaces

establish the L2TPv3 tunnels so that the DOCSIS request (REQ) and grant (GNT)

control messages traverse the CIN between the CCAP core at the headend and the

RPD over prioritized L2TPv2 sessions.
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R-PHY with Ethernet CIN and Cloud vMAC The virtualization of the DOCSIS

MAC and scheduling in a cloud vMAC effectively shifts the MAC and scheduling

implementation to a remote datacenter or cloud. Therefore, the DEPI and UEPI

sessions are established between the cloud location and the RPD, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.4(b). The headend functions as a switch or router supporting the L2TPv3

mechanisms. The DOCSIS REQ and GNT messages traverse all the way between the

remote cloud location and the RPD, resulting in longer request-grant delay compared

to an R-PHY with DOCSIS MAC and scheduler at the headend.

3.2.3 Remote-MACPHY (R-MACPHY) Architecture

The Remote-MACPHY (R-MACPHY) architecture moves both the DOCSIS MAC

and PHY layers out to the remote node, which is referred to as Remote MACPHY

Device (RMD) [153]. The connection between the CCAP core and the RMD is

essentially a Layer 2 Ethernet connection. In the downstream direction, an RMD

accepts data from a headend L2 aggregation device, i.e., the RMD accepts data,

video, and digitized signal sequences from an external OOB converter [3]. In the

upstream direction, the RMD collects data from cable modems and set-top boxes

(STBs), and forwards the data to the headend and STB control system. Thus, the

RMD transparently converts the optical data frames on the headend-to-RMD network

to RF data frames on the broadcast cable network and vice versa.

The R-MACPHY design can vary based on the implementation of the remain-

ing CCAP functions, i.e., the CCAP functions that do not belong to DOCSIS CMTS

MAC and PHY. These remaining CCAP functions can be either implemented at the

headend or in the cloud. Common to all design variants is that the MAC and PHY

are implemented on the same RMD physical device.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of R-MACPHY Architecture: DOCSIS MAC and PHY are
Implemented at the Remote MACPHY Device (RMD). The Upper DOCSIS Layers
are Implemented at the Headend

3.2.3.1 R-MACPHY Internals

Figure 4.4 highlights the components that are common to the variety of options.

Distributed architectural variations of R-MACPHY can be mainly classified into: i)

RMD with minimal configuration, i.e., only the DOCSIS MAC is implemented at

the RMD, ii) RMD with embedded edge-QAM (EQAM) [146], i.e., the MAC for

both video and DOCSIS data are implemented at the RMD, iii) Remote CCAP (R-

CCAP), which implements all CCAP functions at the remote nodes, and iv) R-CCAP

with centralized controller. Our evaluation considers the implementation of the MAC

scheduler at the remote node, which is common to the variations of the R-MACPHY

architecture.

3.2.3.2 R-MACPHY Transport Mechanisms

With the DOCSIS MAC implemented at the RMD, only the upper layer (i.e., L3 and

above) DOCSIS data must be transported to the CCAP core located at the headend

for further processing. The request-grant delay is much shorter compared to R-PHY,

since the exchange of REQ and GNT messages occurs over much shorter distances,

namely between RMD and CMs. While the RPD in the R-PHY architecture must

prioritize the REQ packet transmissions over normal payload data traffic on the CIN,
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the RMD does not require any such prioritization.

Typically, the headend and RMD are connected through a Layer 2 digital

transport connection over optical fiber. Thus, RMD traffic can be transported by

optical Gigabit Ethernet CINs or EPON/GPON CINs [154]. Logical connections,

such as L2/L3 tunnels (interfaces) provide transparent flow level connections between

RMD and headend, as described in Fig 4.5.

3.2.3.3 R-MACPHY with Ethernet CIN

An Ethernet CIN composed of routers and switches can interconnect the RMD and

the headend, i.e., the CIN in Figure 3.7 is composed of an active Ethernet network.

The RMD essentially forwards the L2/L3 packets to the CCAP core. A layer 2 or

3 level connection, such as Layer 2 Virtual Private Network (L2VPN) or L2TPv3 is

established between the RMD and headend.
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3.3 Distributed Cable Access Protocols

DOCSIS implements a centralized reservation-based allocation of the cable upstream

bandwidth for the CM transmissions. Periodically, the headend sends a bandwidth

allocation MAP (MAP) to inform attached CMs of the start time and duration of

their next upstream transmission windows. Also, the allocation MAP defines the

slots available for contention transmission and the slots available for new CMs to join

the network [15]. More specifically, CMs can acquire bandwidth for upstream data

transmission through requests sent with contention or with piggybacking onto data

transmissions. Piggybacking avoids contentions, since the requests are transmitted

along with the upstream payload data [22].

3.3.1 Background on Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation

We categorize and identify the dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithms in

the polling based DOCSIS MAC protocol using the three design dimensions, i) grant

scheduling framework which characterizes the event triggering the scheduling and

bandwidth allocation as well as the overall structure of the granting and scheduling

process, ii) grant sizing policy which determines the size of the upstream transmission

window allocated to each CM, and iii) grant scheduling policy which arranges the or-

der of the different scheduled transmission windows [155–158]. A dynamic bandwidth

allocation (DBA) algorithm in the DOCSIS scheduler sizes (dimensions) the upstream
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transmission windows (grants) based on the reports received by the CMs and sends

the grants via MAP messages to the respective CMs.

3.3.1.1 Grant Scheduling Framework

Offline Grant transmission windows are allocated after REPORTs from all CMs have

been received at the CMTS. That is, the schedule for the entire granting cycle of CM

upstream transmissions is generated when the REPORT message from the last CM

is received.

Double Phase Polling (DPP) CMs in a SG are partitioned into two independent

DPP groups. Within each DPP group, the granting and scheduling is triggered by

the receipt of REPORTs from all CMs in the group. Each DPP group is scheduled

independently in an offline manner.

3.3.1.2 Grant Sizing Policy

In DOCSIS 3.1, grant sizes are allocated to the CMs in terms of number of minis-

lots. Each minislot corresponds to a set of specific frequency subcarriers for a specific

transmission time duration. An OFDM symbol is the fundamental unit of the minis-

lot, and the number of OFDM symbols for each minislot in a given SG is defined as

per the specifications in [143]. The grant sizing policy determines the grant sizes in

terms of minislots such that the CM transmissions are orthogonal. By maintaining

orthogonality, each CM gets exclusive access (without collisions) to the cable broad-

cast channel for its upstream transmissions. Effectively, a group of minislots that

are reserved for the transmissions of a given CM can be abstracted to a variable

transmission (bandwidth) bitrate channel.

The grant sizing policy determines the transmission window size (in terms of

number of OFDM minislots) based on the CM upstream transmission request (in
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terms of bytes of data queued for upstream transmission). We consider two widely

considered grant sizing policies for the comparison of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY

architectures:

Gated The Gated grant sizing mechanism grant the CMs their full amount of re-

quested bandwidth [155, 158–160].

Limited with Excess Share Based on the requested transmission windows, the CMs

sharing a cable channel are segregated into a group of underloaded CMs and a group

of overloaded CMs [161, 162]. A CM is considered to be underloaded if the reported

queue size (requested transmission window) is less than or equal to a prescribed max-

imum grant size divided by the number of CMs. An overloaded CM requested a

transmission window larger than the maximum grant size. In the excess share mech-

anism, the total excess bandwidth is the sum of the remaining (unused) bandwidth

of all underloaded CMs, which is then shared by the overloaded CMs. The grant for

an overloaded CM becomes the maximum grant size plus the share of the total excess

bandwidth divided by the number of overloaded CMs.

3.3.1.3 Grant Scheduling Policy

The grant scheduling policy determines how multiple CM transmission windows (min-

islots) are arranged during a granting cycle. We employ the Shortest Propagation

Delay First (SPD) scheduling policy [163] which arranges the CM grants in ascending

order of their round-trip propagation delay from the MAC module. In particular,

we follow a hybrid allocation of minislot resources [164] across the frequency and

time dimensions such that the earliest available (in the time dimension) minislots are

allocated in a greedy manner to the CMs with the shortest round-trip propagation

delays.
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3.3.2 UEPI Pseudowire (PW) Overhead Evaluation

The R-PHY architecture incurs overhead for two reasons: i) UEPI protocol on CIN, as

well as ii) REQ and maintenance frames. In contrast to the R-PHY architecture, the

R-MACPHY architecture implements the DOCSIS MAC at the remote node. Thus,

the R-MACPHY architecture does not need additional CIN transport mechanisms

through UEPI interfaces and PWs. Therefore, the R-MACPHY does not experience

the PW overheads for transporting the data information blocks from the remote node

to the headend for the upper layer processing. In the remainder of this section, we

evaluate the UEPI PW overhead incurred in the R-PHY architecture.

The RPD receives the upstream analog RF transmissions from the CMs in

terms of DOCSIS frames over the cable link. These DOCSIS frames are processed to

extract the REQ message and data payload. The UEPI protocol establishes multiple

PWs for the transport of DOCSIS frame information to the headend (vMAC) with

different priorities. The UEPI protocol uses standard IEEE 802.3 based Ethernet

as the underlying technology for the transport of the DOCSIS frames in the digital

format to the headend. For each UEPI packet, the 802.3 Ethernet header is 22 bytes,

the IPv4 header is 20 bytes, the L2TPv2 header is 4 bytes, the Packet Streaming

Protocol (PSP) subheader is 4 bytes, and the CRC is 4 bytes, resulting in a total

overhead of 54 bytes per Ethernet frame. Thus, the overhead factor O due to the

UEPI protocol for each Ethernet frame can be evaluated as O = 54/E, where, E is

the Ethernet frame size. Although CableLabs specifications define the UEPI protocol,

the actual framing of UEPI packets is implementation specific.

A given DOCSIS frame is typically mapped to several UEPI packets, separat-

ing payload data and REQ information for prioritization. Additionally, payload data
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and REQ information are mapped to UEPI packets based on the criteria of mini-

mum and maximum UEPI Ethernet frame sizes. That is, large information blocks,

such as payload data may be fragmented, and short information blocks, such as

REQs, may be opportunistically aggregated across several SGs to conform with the

prescribed minimum and maximum Ethernet frame sizes. Therefore, an accurate es-

timation of the overhead requires detailed knowledge of the distribution of the UEPI

packet sizes resulting from the Ethernet frame sizes E. For UEPI packets based on

the maximum Ethernet frame size Emax = 1900 bytes [149], the overhead factor is

O
UEPI
min = 54/1900 = 0.02842, i.e., the overhead is 2.8 % of the UEPI frame. Note

that this is the overhead due to the UEPI interface, which is specific to R-PHY. For

smaller Ethernet frame sizes E and correspondingly smaller UEPI packets, the over-

head OUEPI increases proportionally. For instance, for E = 950 bytes, the overhead

is OUEPI = 5.7 %, while for E = 425 bytes, the overhead due to UEPI climbs to

O
UEPI = 11.4 %. Note that this overhead due to UEPI affects only the transmission

over the CIN, which has typically abundant transmission bit rate Ri, compared to the

transmission bit rate of the cable network Rc. Therefore, the overhead due to UEPI

is negligible when the cable network is the bottleneck.

In terms of the overhead due to DOCSIS REQ and maintenance frames over

the CIN link, an entire UEPI packet carrying a single (or multiple) REQ(s) and

maintenance frames can be considered as an overhead on a given CIN link. However,

evaluating how many UEPI packets would carry REQ and maintenance frames within

a given time duration is complex. The complexity arises from the required estimation

of the UEPI packet size distribution. In an actual deployment, the UEPI interface

implementation decides the UEPI packet size distribution. We model the number

UEPI packets with the variables P
UPEI
data and P

UPEI
non-data denoting the number of UEPI

packets required to carry the data, as well as the request and maintenance information
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blocks within one tMAP duration, respectively. The total number of UEPI packets

P
UPEI required to transport the DOCSIS PHY frames to the vMAC at the headend

within a single tMAP duration is, P
UPEI = P

UPEI
data + P

UPEI
non-data. With Enon-data and Eavg

denoting the average frame sizes of the non-data UEPI packets and all UEPI packets

(i.e., inclusive of data and non-data packets), respectively, the overhead ORM from

the REQ and maintenance UEPI packets on the CIN link, for a single tMAP duration

is

O
RM
avg =

P
UPEI
non-data ⇥ E

non-data
avg

(P
UPEI
data + P

UPEI
non-data) ⇥ Eavg

. (3.1)

The utilization impact of REQ and maintenance frames over the CIN link can be

estimated as

U
RM
avg =

P
UPEI
non-data ⇥ Emax

Ri ⇥ tMAP

. (3.2)

Suppose we consider the maximum UEPI Ethernet frame, i.e., 1900 bytes, the CIN

data rate Ri = 1 Gbps, and one REQ frame corresponding to one SG in the duration

of tMAP = 2 ms. The resulting utilization URM of the CIN link for a single REQ

and maintenance frame is (1 ⇥ 1900)/(1 ⇥ 109
⇥ 0.002) = 9.5 ⇥ 10�4, which is a very

small fraction of the CIN link capacity Ri. Thus, the overheads due to conducting

the DOCSIS MAC REQ and maintenance in the R-PHY architecture over the CIN

are essentially negligible.

3.4 DOCSIS Cable Polling Delay Analysis

This section presents a delay analysis of the DOCSIS polling protocol for upstream

transmissions over the cable broadcast network. To the best of our knowledge, prior

delay analyses of the DOCSIS protocol have mainly focused on the contention of

bandwidth request (REQ) messages on the contention slots of the upstream MAC

frames [20, 21, 45, 126–129]. We consider piggybacking of the REQ messages on up-

stream data transmissions; thus, contention does not arise in our model (future work
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Table 3.2: Model Parameters

Network Structure
Rc Cable upstream transmission bit rate

[bit/s] (CM to Remote Node (RN)) =
1 Gbps

Ri CIN upstream transmission bit rate
[bit/s] (RN to headend/cloud) = 10
Gbps

M Number of CMs at considered RN
� One-way propagation delay from a CM

to RN [s]
⌧ One-way propagation delay between

headend/cloud and RN [s]
t
R�PHY

Mp
= � + ⌧ + tMAP/2; Mean MAP and
prop. delay for one-way R-PHY net-
work polling traversal, see Eq. (3.3)

t
R�MAC
Mp = �+tMAP/2; Mean MAP and prop. de-

lay for one-way R-MACPHY network
polling traversal

Traffic Model
�c Total packet generation rate [packets/s]

of the M CMs at considered RN
�i Base packet generation rate [packets/s]

for CIN
L̄ Mean packet size [bit]
�2

L
Variance of packet size [bit2]

⇢c = L̄�c/Rc Relative cable traffic load
(intensity) [unitfree]

⇢i = L̄�i/Ri Relative CIN base traffic load
(intensity) of CIN [unitfree]

Polling Protocol
tMAP Duration of bandwidth allocation MAP

= 2 ms
Gn Size of upstream transmission window

[bit] granted to considered CM (or
group of CMs) in cycle n

Z Polling cycle duration [s]
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of Polling Cycle Timing for Cable Modem (CM) in R-PHY
Architecture.

could combine prior contention models with our polling model). Polling protocols

have been extensively analyzed for access networks based on passive optical networks

(PONs), see e.g., [134–142].

3.4.1 Polling in R-PHY Architecture

In this section we present a basic timing analysis of the R-PHY bandwidth polling

and upstream transmission dynamics. The goal of this timing analysis is to cap-

ture the main aspects of the DOCSIS protocol [143, Section 7.2] that govern the

upstream transmission delays. Specifically, our goal is to gain insights into the ele-

mentary polling dynamics in the R-PHY architecture. For tractability, we focus on

a single CM that is attached via a single RPD to a headend. We consider the Gated

bandwidth allocation (grant sizing), which grants the CM its full request. Figure 3.8

illustrates the cyclical polling protocol exchanges between the considered CM and

the DOCSIS MAC implemented at the headend (or cloud in the vMAC variant).

In a given cycle, the headend sends a MAP message that is forwarded by the RPD
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to the attached CM. As illustrated in Figure 3.8, the CM send its requests via the

RPD to the headend/cloud, where the DOCSIS bandwidth allocation decisions are

made. The corresponding grant is sent in a MAP message from the headend/cloud

via the RPD to the CM. The CM in turn transmits its upstream data as instructed

and piggybacks its next bandwidth request. In detail, a generated packet is reported

via request that is piggybacked on the CM upstream payload data transmission and

forwarded by the remote PHY device (RPD) via the prioritized UEPI pseudowire

(PW) for request (control) traffic to the headend. The headend allocates bandwidth

and communicates the allocation via the MAP/grant DEPI to the RPD and onwards

to the CM. According to the scheduled bandwidth allocation in the MAP, the CM

sends its payload data, including the considered packet, upstream to the RPD. The

RPD sends the data via the upstream data UEPI over the CIN to the headend.

3.4.1.1 One-way R-PHY Network Traversal Delay

As ground work towards modeling the upstream packet delay, we first model the

round-trip propagation delay of the R-PHY network as twice the one-way R-PHY

network traversal delay t
R�PHY
Mp . In particular, we define for convenience (to reduce

clutter) t
R�PHY
Mp

as the constant delay components due to physical propagation over

the cable and CIN network, plus half the MAP period tMAP. We consider half the

tMAP to model that a given arbitrary data packet may be generated at any (uniformly

distributed) time instant during the MAP period. Thus, the packet experiences on

average half the MAP period as delay from packet generation to next reporting. We

apply similar reasoning for the grant transmission from headend to CM and then the

actual CM data transmission. That is, we model that the propagation delays across

the CIN and cable network are not specifically synchronized to the MAP periods,

which appears realistic for real deployments with varying propagation delays. Thus,

we include half the tMAP for each transmission in a given direction over the network,
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resulting in the mean one-way R-PHY network traversal delay

t
R�PHY
Mp = � + ⌧ +

tMAP
2
. (3.3)

We neglect the overhead due to the transmission delay of the request message over

the cable and the CIN network in this analysis (but consider the request message

transmission delays in the simulations in Section 4.4). Also, we assume that the

request UEPI has negligible queueing delay in the RPD. Moreover, we neglect the

schedule computation delay in the headend. For a refined analysis these neglected

delay components could be included in refined model for the network traversal delay

t
R�PHY
Mp .

3.4.1.2 Polling Cycle Duration

The polling cycle corresponds to the round-trip propagation delay from CM to head-

end and back to the CM for the request and grant as well as the transmission time for

the accumulated generated traffic over the cable link to the RPD, i.e., transmission

time Gn/Rc for an accumulated data amount Gn. With the modeling of the one-way

R-PHY network traversal delay in Eqn. (3.3), the mean cycle duration E[Z ] follows

from [135, Eqn. (7)]:

E[Z ] =
2t

R�PHY
Mp

1 � ⇢c

. (3.4)

Note that the mean cycle duration is governed by the load (traffic intensity) on the

cable network and is independent of the load on the CIN network. This is because

the request and grant messages are transmitted with priority over the respective

UEPI and DEPI CIN PW links. If these PWs achieve negligible transmission and

queueing delays for the request and grant control messages over the CIN (relative to

the round-trip propagation delay t
R�PHY
Mp and the cable upstream data transmission

delay Gn/Rc), then the CIN load has no significant effect on the cycle duration.
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3.4.1.3 Upstream Packet Delay Components

We adapt the general polling protocol analysis from [135] to the R-PHY polling as

illustrated in Figure 3.8. Following [135], we define the delay from the instant of

packet generation to the piggybacked reporting at the end of the next upstream

transmission as D1. This delay D1 corresponds to the residual life time of the polling

cycle. According to general residual life time analysis [165, p. 173], the mean residual

life time is

E[Z ] =
E[Z2]
2E[Z ]

. (3.5)

Applying Eqn. (3.5) to our setting by re-tracing the steps leading to [135, Eqn. (35)]

gives the mean of delay component D1 as:

E[D1] =
t
R�PHY
Mp

1 � ⇢c

+
⇢c

2Rc(1 � ⇢2c)
*
,
�2

L

L̄
+ L̄+- . (3.6)

We define the delay component D2 as the time period between the CM report

transmission and the beginning of the corresponding upstream data transmission.

The delay component D2 models the mean round-trip propagation delays (including

the MAP delays) for the request from CM to the headend and the corresponding

grant (MAP) from the headend to the CM. Accordingly,

E[D2] = 2t
R�PHY
Mp . (3.7)

The delay component D3 models the time period from the starting instant of

the cable upstream data transmission that contains the considered packet to the start-

ing instant of the transmission of the considered packet. This D3 delay corresponds

to the transmission delay of the packets that were generated for the upstream trans-

mission in cycle n before our considered packet. This time period of packet generation
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for cycle n before our packet corresponds to the backward recurrence time of a cycle.

This backward recurrence time and the mean residual lifetime are equivalent for the

considered steady state operation [166, Chapter 5.5]. That is, this packet generation

time period has mean duration E[Z2]/(2E[Z ]), see Eqn. (3.5), during which packets

are generated at rate �. Each of the generated packets requires a mean transmission

time of L̄/Rc over the cable link. Thus, the mean of delay component D3 is

E[D3] =
� L̄E[Z2]
2RcE[Z ]

= ⇢cE[D1]. (3.8)

In addition to the delay components D1, D2, and D3, the considered packet

incurs the upstream transmission delay over the cable L̄/Rc, the queueing delay D
CIN
q

for the CIN transmission, the transmission delay over the CIN L̄/Ri, and the one-

way propagation delay t
R�PHY
Mp . Modeling the CIN queue with an M/G/1 model, we

obtain for the mean waiting time in the CIN queue:

E[DCIN
q

] =
⇢i

✓
�2
L

L̄
+ L̄

◆

2Ri (1 � ⇢i)
. (3.9)

Combining all delay components, we obtain for the overall mean packet delay:

E[D] = 2t
R�PHY
Mp

2 � ⇢c

1 � ⇢c

+ L̄

 
1
Rc

+
1
Ri

!

+
1
2
*
,
�2

L

L̄
+ L̄+-

 
⇢c

Rc(1 � ⇢c)
+

⇢i

Ri (1 � ⇢i)

!
.

(3.10)

3.4.2 R-MACPHY Timing Analysis

The R-MACPHY polling cycle starts with when piggybacked CM request reaches

the remote R-MACPHY (RMD) node via the cable link. The RMD processes the

request and grants the bandwidth allocation to the CM. After the corresponding data

packet transmission has reached the RMD, the packet is queued for CIN upstream

transmission, and then transmitted from the RMD to the headend. The R-MACPHY
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of Polling Cycle Timing for R-MAC Architecture

polling cycle includes only the propagation delay of the cable link �, as illustrated

in Figure 3.9. The potentially long propagation delay ⌧ from the remote node to

the headend does not arise for the R-MACPHY polling. Thus, we set the one-way

propagation delay for the R-MACPHY polling analysis to t
R�MAC
Mp = �+ tMAP/2. The

R-MACPHY polling dynamics are essentially the same as for the R-PHY architecture

and we can re-trace the R-PHY delay analysis with the shorter t
R�MAC
Mp to obtain the

mean packet delay for R-MACPHY. However, this re-traced analysis does not include

the one-way CIN propagation delay ⌧. Thus, the total mean delay for R-MACPHY

is the delay expression (3.10), evaluated with t
R�MAC
Mp = � + tMAP/2 plus the one-way

CIN propagation delay ⌧.
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3.4.3 R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Analysis Comparison

For low traffic loads ⇢c ! 0, ⇢i ! 0, the mean R-PHY packet delay (3.10) approaches

lim
⇢c!0,⇢i!0

E[DR�PHY] = 4
✓
� + ⌧ +

tMAP
2

◆
+

L̄

Rc

+
L̄

Ri

. (3.11)

In contrast, the mean R-MACPHY packet delay approaches

lim
⇢c!0, ⇢i!0

E[DR�MAC] = 4
✓
� +

tMAP
2

◆
+ ⌧ +

L̄

Rc

+
L̄

Ri

. (3.12)

Thus, R-MACPHY reduces the mean packet delay at low loads by 3⌧ compared to

R-PHY. Recall that the parameter ⌧ represents the one-way CIN propagation delay.

Thus, for a given CIN infrastructure, the parameter is constant. However, when com-

paring different CIN options, the parameter ⌧ is variable. The range of the parameter

⌧ corresponds directly to the CIN one-way propagation distance. Additional delays

may be incurred on the CIN due to queueing and store-and-forward in intermediate

switches.

Although we focus on upstream data packet transmission in this study, we

briefly note that both R-PHY and R-MACPHY have essentially equivalent down-

stream packet delays. The downstream delay is mainly composed of the CIN queueing

delay, which can be modeled analogous to Eqn. (3.9), the packet transmission delays

over the CIN and cable networks, plus the one-way network traversal delay tMp (3.3).

3.5 Numerical Performance Comparison
3.5.1 Simulation Setup

3.5.1.1 Overview

We developed a simulation model of the link layer DOCSIS protocol operating in

the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures using the discrete event simulator OM-

NET++. We simulate the broadcast cable based access network illustrated in Fig. 4.1

for a single remote node serving one SG of multiple CMs. The digital Ethernet CIN
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network between the simulated remote node and the headend is loaded by the traffic

from the simulated remote node as well as a CIN base traffic load ⇢i. The CIN base

traffic load ⇢i could originate from other remote nodes (servicing other SGs) or from

other access networks. We focus on simulating one remote node with its attached

CMs in detail in order to gain insights into the polling dynamics with a remote node

operating as either a Remote PHY node (RPD, see Fig. 4.3) or a Remote MACPHY

node (RMD, see Fig. 4.5).

Although DOCSIS 3.1 can support different QoS levels for different applica-

tions [41], we focus on best-effort service [167] in this first comparative evaluation of

the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures. Moreover, we focus on the DOCSIS data

services and do not consider EQAM video services.

3.5.1.2 Cable Network

For typical broadcast cable deployment scenarios, the average number of HouseHolds

Passed (HHP) for a given remote node can be up to 450 CMs, which may belong to

several SGs. A typical average number of CMs connected to a remote node is around

200 CMs [168]. A given set of physical resources are commonly shared among all the

CMs in a given SG. The resource allocation to each individual CM in a given SG

is controlled by the scheduler (see Sec. 4.3.3). Under high utilization scenarios the

number of CMs per SG can reach up to 400 CMs [169]. Therefore, we consider SG

sizes M ranging from 200 to 400 CMs in our simulations.

The recent DOCSIS 3.1 version supports both upstream and downstream data

peak throughputs on the order of Gbps [17]. DOCSIS 3.1 includes Orthogonal Fre-

quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) for the physical layer modulation over the

broadband spectrum to achieve high spectral efficiency [16, 170, 171]. DOCSIS 3.1

also incorporates high levels of QAM modulation (up to 16K), Low Density Parity
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Check (LDPC) Forward Error Correction (FEC), and a wide spectrum of 1.2 GHz

in the downstream and 204 MHz in the upstream [16]. We set the transmission bit

rate of the cable uplink channel to Rc = 1 Gbps. The upstream transmissions from

all CMs attached to the remote node share the upstream cable transmission bit rate

Rc.

The distance from the CMs to the remote node, i.e., the RPD or RMD, can be

estimated based on the number of Actives (RF amplifiers) in the cable link. Typically,

a single coaxial broadcast cable segment can run up to a distance of 600–900 feet.

Additionally, there can be a cascade depth of 4 to 5 Actives from a remote node to the

CMs. Five Actives support five coaxial segments reaching up to the distance of, say,

5⇥ 600 = 3000 feet in total. We consider the CM-to-remote node one-way distance to

be uniformly distributed between 1 and 2 km in our simulations and set the one-way

cable propagation delay � accordingly.

Throughout, we assume that 20 % of the cable transmission bit rate Rc is

occupied with contention and maintenance slots. Thus, only 80 % of the cable trans-

mission bit rate Rc are available for data transmissions. In each cycle, each CM sends

a request message of 64 bytes upstream in piggybacked manner to communicate its

queue occupancy to the MAC module.

3.5.1.3 CIN Network

We vary the CIN distance from the remote node (RPD or RMD) to the headend from

10 to 2000 miles, considering that a WAN digital Ethernet link can span for long

distances to cloud locations. In our simulations, we model the logical Ethernet CIN

link over the CIN network as an infinite-sized queue that is drained by a link with

transmission bit rate Ri = 10 Gbps and has one-way propagation delay ⌧ leading to

the headend.
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3.5.1.4 Traffic Model

Following widely used traffic models for access networks, we consider self-similar traf-

fic [172]. We vary the level of burstiness of the self-similar traffic from Hurst param-

eter value H = 0.5, corresponding to Poisson traffic, to H = 0.925, which corresponds

to highly bursty traffic. Each CM independently generates self-similar data packet

traffic, whereby the packet sizes are distributed as follows: 60 % 64 byte packets,

4 % 300 byte packets, 11 % 580 byte packets, and 25 % 1518 byte packets, i.e., the

mean packet size is L̄ = 494 bytes. Initially, we assume that each CM has unlimited

buffering, i.e., there are no losses and the long-run throughput is equal to the offered

traffic load (for the considered stable network operating scenarios); finite CM buffers

are considered in Section 3.5.5. We vary the aggregate data packet generation rate

�c of the CMs attached to the simulated remote node to achieve prescribed levels of

cable network traffic (load) intensity ⇢c = �c L̄/Rc (see Table 3.2). All CMs at the

simulated remote node contribute equally to the aggregate packet generation rate �c.

We load the CIN network with a base traffic load ⇢i = �i L̄/Ri that we keep

fixed at ⇢i = 0.5 for Ri = 10 Gbps throughout the evaluations presented in this

section. This CIN base traffic has always the same Hurst parameter as the traffic in

the cable network. Note that the total CIN traffic load is the base CIN load plus the

traffic from the one simulated cable network, i.e., the total CIN traffic intensity is

(�c + �i) L̄/Ri.

3.5.1.5 Performance Metrics

We define the packet delay as the time period from the time instant of packet gen-

eration at a CM to the time instant of the complete packet delivery to the headend

(CCAP core). The average of the packet delays sampled from over 300 s of simulated
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network operation forms the mean packet delay reported in Sections 4.4.2– 4.4.4.

The packet loss rate considered in Section 3.5.5 is defined as the long-run ratio of the

number of lost packets to the number of generated packets.

3.5.2 Offline Scheduling with Gated Bandwidth Allocation

Initially, we cross-validate the analytical delay model from Section 3.4 with the sim-

ulation model. We consider offline scheduling with Gated bandwidth allocation, see

Section 4.3.3. A single CM generating Poisson traffic is attached to the considered

RPD/RMD.

3.5.2.1 Single Cable Modem (CM) with Poisson Traffic

Fig. 3.10 shows the mean packet delay of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY networks

as a function of the traffic intensity ⇢c on the cable upstream link. More specif-

ically, Figs. 3.10(a), (b), and (c) consider relatively short one-way CIN distances

between the RPD/RMD and the headend of 12.5, 50, and 100 miles. The 50 miles

distance corresponds to the CM-to-CMTS distance for conventional (non-modular)

DOCSIS 3.1 networks [143], while DOCSIS 3.0 has a limit of 100 miles [173]. The

longer distances of 500, 1000, and 2000 miles, which arise with cloud vMAC oper-

ation, see Section 3.2.2.3, are considered in Figs. 3.10(d), (e), and (f). We observe

from Fig. 3.10(a) that the analytical model has relatively large deviations from the

simulations for the very short CIN distance of 12.5 miles. These discrepancies appear

to be due to our assumption that each traversal across the network incurs the tMp

delay due to physical propagation and the waiting time until the next MAP period

(whereby the MAP period is denoted by tMAP), see Section 3.4 and in particular

Eqn. (3.3).

In order to examine the impact of this assumption we have varied the factor

associated with tMp in Eqn. (3.10) as well as the divisor of tMAP in Eqn. (3.3). We
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Figure 3.10: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as a Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for CIN One-Way Distances Ranging From 12.5 to 2000 Miles;
Fixed Parameters: CIN Base Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, One CM, Gated Bandwidth
Allocation, 20 % of Cable Capacity for Contention and Maintenance.

found that alternate factors/divisors may lead to a closer match between analysis

and simulation. Specifically, we found that the combinations of factor 3 and divisor

2 for R-PHY, as well as factor 3 and divisor 4 for R-MACPHY, which are plotted

as “alt.” in Fig. 3.10 give relatively close matches for the short CIN scenarios. The

improvement in accuracy with these alternate factors/divisors is likely due to a par-

ticular alignment of the MAP period boundaries with the typical arrival and dispatch

times of control messages. That is, these alignments are possibly not uniformly ran-

dom, but follow some different distribution. Future research could further explore
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the underlying reasons for these modeling discrepancies in more detail. However, we

note that the discrepancies have relatively small magnitude and are visible only for

short CIN scenarios. Importantly, we observe from Fig. 3.10(c) for the longer 100

miles CIN distance and particularly from Figs. 3.10(d), (e), and (f) for the distances

above 100 miles that the analytical and simulation models achieve relatively close

correspondence.

We observe from the initial evaluation results in Figs. 3.10(c)–(f) that R-

MACPHY achieves significantly lower mean packet delays than R-PHY for long CIN

distances and for moderate to high traffic load levels ⇢c on the cable link. For instance,

for a CIN distance of 500 miles and ⇢c = 0.6, R-PHY incurs over twice the delay of

R-MACPHY. The lower mean packet delay with R-MACPHY is due to the “localized”

MAC scheduling in the remote node (RMD), which avoids the long round-trip delay

over the CIN for the request-grant signalling.

Throughout the evaluations in Fig. 3.10, contention and maintenance slots take

up 20 % of the MAP. Thus, effectively only 80 % of the cable upstream transmission

bit rate Rc is available for upstream data packet transmissions. We observe that R-

PHY has generally pronounced delay increases well before approaching the effective

upstream capacity (stability limit) of 0.8Rc. In contrast, R-MACPHY continues to

provide low delays for moderate to high loads that quite closely approach the stability

limit. R-MACPHY then has sharply increasing delays very close to the stability limit.

This R-MACPHY behavior is a positive feature: R-MACPHY consistently provides

very low delays across the entire load range, up to very close to the stability limit.

R-MACPHY gives substantial delay increases only when the system is loaded very

close to the stability limit.
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Figure 3.11: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as a Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for Different Levels of Traffic Burstiness (i.e., Different Hurst
parameters) for Different CIN One-Way Distances; Fixed Parameters: CIN Base
Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, Gated Bandwidth Allocation, 20 % of Cable Capacity for
Contention and Maintenance.

3.5.2.2 Multiple Cable Modems (CMs) with Self-Similar Traffic

We proceed to compare the performance of R-PHY and R-MACPHY for multiple

CMs attached to a given remote node and for different levels of traffic burstiness in
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Figure 3.12: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as a Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for Different Numbers of CMs in a Service Group Attached to a
Given Remote Node for Different CIN One-Way Distances; Fixed Parameters: CIN
Base Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, Gated Bandwidth Allocation, 20 % of Cable Capacity
for Contention and Maintenance.

Fig. 3.11. Figs. 3.11(a) and (b) show the mean upstream packet delay as a function

of the traffic intensity on the cable upstream channel ⇢c for different levels of traffic

burstiness for a fixed number of M = 200 CMs that are attached to the considered

remote node. We consider a CIN distance of 50 miles as representative for the R-
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PHY variant with MAC processing in the headend (see Section 3.2.2.3) and the CIN

distance of 500 miles (⌧ = 4.05 ms) as representative of cloud vMAC processing (see

Section 3.2.2.3). We increase the traffic burstiness by increasing the Hurst parameter

H of the self-similar traffic. We observe from Figs. 3.11(a) and (b) that the delay

differences between R-PHY and R-MACPHY follow the same general pattern as for

Poisson traffic in Fig. 3.10. However, pronounced delay differences occur at lower

loads. For instance, for Poisson traffic, we observed very pronounced higher R-PHY

delay compared to R-MACPHY at load ⇢c = 0.7, see Figs. 3.10(b) and (d). For

bursty self-similar traffic, the delay differences become very pronounced at lower loads,

e.g., ⇢c = 0.6, especially for the long 500 miles CIN distance, see Fig. 3.11(b) (in

comparison to the corresponding Fig. 3.10(d)).

We also observe from Figs. 3.11(a) and (b) that the effects of the traffic bursti-

ness are especially pronounced for the highly bursty traffic with H = 0.925. For

H = 0.925, we observe significant delay differences between R-PHY and R-MACPHY

of around 10 ms already for low loads above ⇢c = 0.15. For a CIN distance of 500

miles, for instance, R-PHY achieves mean delays below 100 ms only for loads up to

around ⇢c = 0.3, whereas R-MACPHY achieves delays below 100 ms for loads up

to around ⇢c = 0.4 for this highly challenging H = 0.925 traffic. These pronounced

effects of high levels of burstiness are in agreement with earlier studies in access net-

works, e.g., [174]. We conclude that for the highly bursty H = 0.925 traffic, the faster

dynamic bandwidth allocation in the remote RMD node in the R-MACPHY archi-

tecture can significantly reduce the mean packet delay already for low network loads.

In contrast, for traffic with lower levels of burstiness in the short 50 miles CIN setting

(see Fig. 3.11(a)), R-PHY and R-MACPHY give very similar mean packet delays up

to moderate load levels.
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Figs. 3.12(c) and (d) evaluate the mean packet delay for R-PHY and R-

MACPHY nodes with respect to the number M of CMs connected to the remote

node for Poisson (i.e., H = 0.5) traffic. We observe from Figs. 3.12(c) and (d) that

increasing numbers M of CMs slightly increase the mean packet delays. The delay

increases are most pronounced in the moderately high load range for ⇢c ranging from

0.6 to 0.75 and are very similar for both R-PHY and R-MACPHY. The delay increases

with increasing CM numbers are due to the overhead for the request messages. In

our simulations, each CM sends a 64 byte request message in each cycle (piggybacked

onto upstream data transmission, or separately if CM has no data to send). With

M denoting the number of CMs and Z denoting the cycle duration, these request

message increase the relative cable channel load by

Request Message Overhead =
64 ⇥ 8 ⇥ M

0.8 ⇥ Rc ⇥ Z
. (3.13)

The resulting delay increases are most pronounced in the moderately high load range

where (i) the cycle durations Z are still short enough so that the request messages

cause a noticeable additional load, and (ii) the cable channel has high enough load

⇢c from the payload traffic that the additional load from the request messages results

in noticeable delay increases. As the traffic load approaches the 0.8Rc available cable

channel transmission bit rate, the cycle duration Z of the Gated allocation considered

in Figs. 3.12(c) and (d) grows very long, resulting in a negligible load increase due to

the request messages.

3.5.3 Double-Phase Polling (DPP) with Excess Share Bandwidth Allocation

In this section we compare the performance of R-PHY and R-MACPHY for double-

phase polling (DPP) with excess bandwidth sharing [157, 175]. The simulation eval-

uations for DPP with excess bandwidth sharing are motivated as follows. DOCSIS

protocol versions 3.0 and 3.1 permit multi-thread scheduling (or pipelined schedul-
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Figure 3.13: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as a Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for Different Levels of Traffic Burstiness (i.e., Different Hurst
parameters) for Different CIN One-Way Distances; Fixed Parameters: CIN Base
Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, DPP Bandwidth Allocation, 20 % of Cable Capacity for
Contention and Maintenance.

ing) [13] using multiple outstanding requests as described in [143, Sec. 7]. A CM may

have multiple outstanding requests, i.e., the CM can send additional requests without

having received a grant or grant-pending in the form of an acknowledgment for an

earlier request.
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Figure 3.14: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as a Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for Different Numbers of CMs in a Service Group Attached to a
Given Remote Node for Different CIN One-Way Distances; Fixed Parameters: CIN
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Multi-thread (pipelined) scheduling is generally well suited to mask the long

propagation delays in polling MAC systems covering long distances [176, 177]. How-

ever, multi-thread polling is also quite complex and requires complex thread tun-
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ing [178]. A recent study [179] has demonstrated that the simple double phase polling

scheduling with excess bandwidth sharing DBA [157, 175] gives essentially equivalent

performance to the complex multi-thread polling in long-propagation delay polling

systems.

A critical aspect of polling-based MAC is masking the idle times that may

arise due to the long propagation delays between the CM transmission of a request

message and the arrival of the corresponding grant message to the CM. In the DPP

mechanism, the polling cycle of one CM group is interleaved with the transmissions

of the other CM group so as to mask the idle times between request and transmission.

In order to enable this masking, we set the maximum aggregate grant size Gmax [bit]

for a DPP group to mask the round-trip propagation delay between the CMs and the

scheduler. In particular, we set Gmax such that the transmission time of the maximum

grant size Gmax upstream over the cable link (with 0.8Rc available transmission bit

rate for data) corresponds to the smallest integer multiple of the MAP duration tMAP

that exceeds the mean round-trip propagation (network traversal) delay 2tMp, i.e.,

Gmax = 0.8Rc

& 2tMp

tMAP

'
tMAP. (3.14)

Thus, when one DPP polling group has enough data traffic to utilize the maximum

permitted grant size Gmax, the upstream data transmission time Gmax/(0.8Rc) of this

DPP group will mask the round trip propagation delay for the requests and grants

of the other DPP group. We note that in order to mask the worst case round-trip

propagation (network traversal) delay 2(tMAP + � + ⌧), a correspondingly larger Gmax

setting would be needed. However, we found that the 2(tMAP + � + ⌧) worst-case

delay occurs very rarely and the larger Gmax would make DPP bandwidth allocation

slightly less responsive; therefore, we consider the Gmax setting based on the mean

network traversal delay as per Eqn. (3.14).
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Comparing Figs. 3.13(a) and (b) with Figs. 3.12(a) and (b), we observe that

for the highly bursty H = 0.925 traffic, DPP gives about the same or slightly higher

mean packet delays than Gated allocation; whereas for the lower traffic burstiness

levels H  0.8, DPP achieves significant mean delay reductions compared to Gated

allocation. For the highly bursty H = 0.925 traffic, a single (or very few) CM(s)

may have a very large traffic burst at a time, while all other CMs have no traffic.

If only CMs in one DPP polling group have data traffic, the other polling group

cannot effectively mask the propagation delay. Rather, the limitation of the DPP

cycle duration (to approx. ZDPP = 2tMp + Gmax/(0.8Rc)) introduces frequent request

messages that increase the overhead compared to Gated allocation, which requires

only one request message for an arbitrarily large traffic burst (i.e., has no grant size

limit).

For low to moderate traffic burstiness, e.g., for H  0.8, the traffic burst are

typically spread over CMs from both DPP polling groups. For such balanced loading

of the two DPP polling groups, the upstream transmissions of one group can effectively

mask the round-trip propagation delay for the request and grant messages of the

other group, resulting in significant reductions of the mean packet delays compared

to Gated allocation. This masking effect of DPP can effectively extend the operating

range of R-PHY for low-delay applications, e.g., we observe from Fig. 3.13(b) that for

load ⇢c = 0.58 of H = 0.65 traffic, R-PHY achieves a mean packet delay of 27.3 ms,

whereas Gated gives a corresponding mean packet delay of 67.6 ms in Fig. 3.12(b).

Importantly, we observe from Fig. 3.14(a) that for traffic with low to moderate levels

of burstiness (H  0.8) and cable traffic loads up to a moderately high level of

⇢c = 0.6 (which corresponds to 0.6/0.8 = 75 % effective utilization of the available

data upstream transmission bitrate), both R-PHY and R-MACPHY give very similar

performance when DPP is employed up to the CIN distance of 50 miles. In particular,
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both R-PHY and R-MACPHY achieve mean packet delays below 20 ms for up to 75 %

effective utilization of the available transmission bitrate (and delays below 10 ms for

effective utilizations up to 0.5/0.8 = 62.5 %; below 6 ms for up to 0.25/0.8 = 31 %

effective utilization).

Figs. 3.14(c) and (d) evaluate the effects of SG size M on the mean packet

delay for the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures with DPP. Comparing the DPP

mean packet delays in Figs. 3.14(c) and (d) with the corresponding Gated delays

in Figs. 3.12(c) and (d), we observe that with Gated, the delays increase gradually

with increasing load; whereas with DPP, the delays are essentially constant up to a

“knee point” and then increase abruptly. This “knee point” behavior is particularly

pronounced for R-MACPHY, which in Fig. 3.14(d) gives essentially constant 7.3 ms

mean delay up to knee points located at approximately ⇢c = 0.66 for 400 CMs and

roughly at ⇢c = 0.72 for 200 CMs. For the 500 Mile CIN distance, the DPP maximum

grant size is set to Gmax = 6tMAP ⇥ 0.8Rc for R-PHY and Gmax = tMAP ⇥ 0.8Rc for

R-MACPHY, according to Eqn. (3.14). Correspondingly, R-MACPHY has roughly

a six times higher DPP request message frequency and overhead compared to R-

PHY. The frequent request messages and “localized” bandwidth allocation in the

remote RMD node make R-MACPHY with DPP highly responsive, ensuring low

delay packet service up to data (plus request message) traffic loads very close to the

0.8Rc available cable upstream transmission bit rate. [The frequent request messages

with R-MACPHY increase the overhead and result in higher packet loss rates than

R-PHY for very high load levels (beyond the practically relevant load range), see

Fig. 3.16 and Section 3.5.5.] In contrast, the R-PHY architecture is less responsive

due to the bandwidth allocation at the headend, leading to a more gradual delay

increase than for R-MACPHY. Nevertheless, R-PHY with DPP achieves significant

mean packet delay reductions compared to Gated allocation. For instance, for 500
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miles CIN distance and ⇢c = 0.5 load, the mean packet delay of 48.6 ms for M = 300

CMs with Gated (Fig. 3.12(d)) is reduced to 21.6 ms with DPP (Fig. 3.14(d)). For

the 50 miles CIN, we observe from Fig. 3.14(c) that R-PHY and R-MACPHY give

very similar mean packet delays for all considered numbers of CMs up to a moderately

high load of ⇢c = 0.6 (whereby the delays are below 6 ms for loads up to ⇢c = 0.5).

3.5.4 Mean Delay as a Function of CIN Distance

In order to gain further insight into the impact of the CIN distance, which is a key pa-

rameter considered in the planning of R-PHY and R-MACPHY networks, we examine

the mean packet delay as a function of CIN distance in Fig. 3.15. From Fig. 3.15 we

observe that R-MACPHY achieves a very significant reduction of average packet de-

lay as compared to R-PHY. As the maximum CIN propagation delay is increased, the

performance differences between R-MACPHY and R-PHY become more pronounced.

For the CIN distance of 1000 miles, the R-PHY mean packet delay is over four times
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higher than the R-MACPHY mean packet delay.

Examining the results for R-PHY and Poisson traffic (H = 0.5), in Fig. 3.15

more closely, we observe that DPP with excess bandwidth sharing achieves a substan-

tially lower mean packet delays than Gated scheduling. For instance, when the CIN

distance is 100 miles, the Gated scheduling yields an average mean packet delay of

22.4 ms, while DPP yields an average mean delay of 5.5 ms which is a 75 % decrease,

illustrating the impact of the scheduling mechanism. In addition, the mean packet

delay for DPP with excess bandwidth sharing for bursty traffic (H = 0.8) is lower

than the delay for Gated scheduling of Poisson traffic.

We proceed to contrast our results to the results presented in Chapman et

al. [13] who examined the impact of the CIN distance on the R-PHY architecture.

Fig. 20 of [13] considers the REQ-GRANT scheduler, which closely follows the pro-

tocol of our Gated and DPP mechanisms, at 50% load (i.e., ⇢i = 0.5). Fig. 3.15

shows a linear increase in the mean packet delay with respect to CIN distances for

both the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures. For example, the mean packet delay

varies linearly from 3.5 ms to 21.5 ms for Poisson traffic and DPP scheduling in the

R-PHY architecture for CIN distances between 50 and 500 miles. In Fig. 20 of [13]

the corresponding mean packet delays roughly ranges from 5 ms to 20 ms which are

comparable to our results. The near linear increase of the R-PHY DPP mean packet

delay has significantly higher slope than the corresponding R-MACPHY DPP de-

lay. Thus, R-PHY gives significantly higher delays than R-MACPHY for long CIN

networks.

Importantly, we observe from Fig. 3.15 that self-similar traffic gives substan-

tially higher slopes of the mean packet delay as a function of CIN distance than

Poisson traffic. For instance, we observe that the mean packet delay for self-similar
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traffic with H = 0.8 increases near linearly to close to 80 ms for the 1000 miles

CIN distance in R-PHY. In contrast, the slope for H = 0.8 for DPP is very low for

R-MACPHY and the mean packet delay stays below 20 ms for a 1000 miles CIN

distance. Thus, the mean packet delay of R-PHY is four times higher than the R-

MACPHY mean packet delay for a 1000 miles CIN. One-way mean packet delays on

the order of 80 ms may negatively impact the QoS of real-time packet traffic that

has to traverse two access networks as well as a long-distance core network on the

end-to-end path. Thus, R-MACPHY appears better suited to provide real-time QoS

for access networks with long CIN distances.

3.5.5 Packet Loss Rate

We compare the packet loss rates of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures by

simulating a limited buffer (with First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queuing and tail drop)

in each CM. We considered typical CM buffer capacities, including 12.5 kbyte and

64 kbyte as considered in [41]. Due to space constraints, we present only plots for

the 12.5 kbyte buffer capacity, which exhibits the typical packet loss dynamics, in

Fig. 3.16. We observe from Fig. 3.16 that for both 50 and 500 miles CIN distance,

the loss rates stay below 1 % for the moderately bursty (H = 0.8) traffic up to a

cable traffic load of ⇢c = 0.64 (resp. below 3 % for R-PHY for 500 miles); additional

evaluations found less then 1 % loss rate for up to ⇢c = 0.66 for 64 kbyte CM buffers.

We also observe from Fig. 3.16 that for loads of bursty H = 0.8 traffic below ⇢c = 0.66,

R-PHY has very slightly higher losses than R-MACPHY, which are due to the less

responsive (higher delay) MAC protocol dynamics in R-PHY.

In contrast, we observe from Fig. 3.16(b) that R-PHY achieves significantly

lower loss rates than R-MACPHY for high cable traffic loads above ⇢c = 0.66. These

lower R-PHY loss rates are due to the lower request overhead of R-PHY for the
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Figure 3.16: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Packet Loss Rate for Double Phase Polling
(DPP) Scheduling WIth Excess Share Grant Sizing, as a Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c Different CIN One-Way Distances; Fixed Parameters: CM Buffer
Size 12.5 kbyte, CIN Base Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, 200 CMs, 20 % of Cable Capacity
for Contention and Maintenance.

long CIN distance. In particular, for the 500 miles CIN distance, R-PHY has five

times larger DPP maximum grant size Gmax to mask the long round-trip propagation

delay. Accordingly, R-MACPHY has about five times higher request frequency and

correspondingly higher overhead due to CM request messages, which lead to higher
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losses. Referring back to the mean packet delays in Figs. 3.13(a) and 3.13(b), we

observe that the delays shoot up to very large values above 100 ms for cable loads ⇢c

above 0.66 for 50 miles, resp. for loads above 0.64 for 500 miles. Any further load

increases result in loss rates that rapidly grow above 1 % in Fig. 3.16. This region of

high mean packet delays above 100 ms and high losses is generally not of practical

interest for an operational network.

Overall, our evaluations for typical operating scenarios indicate that cable

traffic loads up to ⇢c = 0.64 (which corresponds to a utilization level of 0.64/0.8 =

80 % of the available cable upstream transmission bitrate) can be supported by both

R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures with the packet losses below 1 % with a 12.5

kbyte CM buffer in a 50 miles CIN network.
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN OF FUNCTIONAL SPLIT IN EPON BASED DISTRIBUTED CABLE

ACCESS
4.1 Introduction

Distributed cable access network architectures pass on some cable headend functions

to remote nodes that are located close to the broadcast cable links reaching the cable

modems (CMs) in the subscriber homes and businesses. In the Remote-PHY (R-

PHY) architecture, a Remote PHY Device (RPD) node conducts the physical layer

processing for the analog RF cable transmissions, while the headend runs the DOCSIS

medium access control (MAC) for the upstream transmissions of the distributed CMs

over the shared cable link. In contrast, in the Remote MACPHY (R-MACPHY)

architecture, a Remote MACPHY Device (RMD) node conducts both the physical

and MAC layer processing. [1–5, 96].

In this article we contribute the first analysis and design of EPON based R-

PHY and R-MACPHY distributed cable access architectures. We investigate the open

research challenges in the context of dynamic bandwidth allocation mechanisms for

both EPON and distributed cable architectures. We performed extensive simulations

to evaluate the performance of EPON based R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures.

We find that the R-MACPHY architecture significantly reduces the mean packet

delays especially for long propagation distances.

We examine the MAP duration effect on R-PHY and R-MACPHY architec-

tures. We conduct extensive simulation evaluations for both R-PHY and R-MACPHY

architectures. We find that R-MACPHY achieves significantly lower average packet

delays than R-PHY for short polling cycle duration at low loads. However, R-PHY

and R-MACPHY give very similar average packet delays at moderate to high loads.
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Table 4.1: Summary of Main Acronyms

CCAP Converged Cable Access Platform (CCAP core

implements CMTS headend functions)
CIN Converged Interconnect Network (between RN and CMTS)
CM Cable Modem
CMTS Cable Modem Termination System (DOCSIS cable headend)
DEPI Downstream External PHY Interface (downstream CCAP

core to RPD PWs)
DOCSIS Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification
MAP Bandwidth Allocation MAP
PW Pseudowire (logical link between RN and CCAP core)
RMD Remote MACPHY Device
RN Remote Node (either RMD or RPD)
RPD Remote PHY Device
SG Service Group (group of CMs)
UEPI Upstream External PHY Interface (upstream RPD to

CCAP core PWs)
vMAC virtual MAC (implemented in cloud)

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we present

related work focused on the cable architectures. Section 4.3 introduces R-PHY and

R- MACPHY cable access networks, giving an overview of the remote architectures,

protocols, and bandwidth allocation mechanisms. Section 4.4 presents the perfor-

mance comparisons of R-PHY and R- MACPHY with respect to wide set of network

parameters. The main acronyms used in this article are summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2 Background and Related Work
4.2.1 General Background on Cable Access Networks

The Converged Cable Access Platform (CCAP) integrate the data and video QAM

modulators [144] into a one QAM for the cable headend physical layer connection to

the customer premises. The Data over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS)

standards specify the PHY and MAC layers [26] for communication between the

client CMs and the headend centralized cable modem termination system (CMTS).
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Figure 4.1: The Distributed Access Architectures (DAAs) Moves Some CCAP Func-
tions From the Headend to Remote Nodes.

Traditionally, the cable industry have used analog optics at the cable headend to

transmit signals. These analog optical signals underwent amplitude modulation to

carry the information to a fiber node located at the remote node. These signals are

then received by remote cable node that converts them to radio frequency signal to

be transmitted to the client CMs via hybrid fiber coaxial access networks [145, 146].

However, the headend and remote nodes are connected through analog fiber, which

suffers from attenuation in as the link distance is increased.

The Distributed CCAP (DCCAP) overcomes the analog signal attenuation by

splitting the CCAP functionality between the remote nodes and the headend. The

remote nodes are connected through a digital fiber to the cable headend. The use

of digital fiber link between the headend and the remote node leads to eliminating

the optical signal attenuation and deeper remote node deployments into the coaxial

network. All the traditional CMTS functions excluding those implemented at the

remote node are contained at the head-end at the core of CCAP or the cloud.

The DOCSIS standard gives support to different digital fiber protocols, such

as 802.3 family of Ethernet (EPONs, IEEE 802.3ah, IEEE 802.3av). Fig. 4.1 illus-
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trate the high level DCCAP architecture. The Headend/CCAP core is connected

via a digital Ethernet fiber network to the remote nodes [8]. The cable Distributed

access architecture specify two DCCAP architectures: Remote-PHY and Remote-

MACPHY.

4.2.2 Related Work

Several studies have investigated broadcast cable access networks in the course of

IEEE 801.14 protocol mechanisms development [97–105], and afterward impacted

the DOCSIS specification [109–111]. The basic DOCSIS mechanisms have undergone

evaluation by several studies. Subsequent research have examined and developed the

DOCSIS mechanisms. Development of DOCSIS Simulation models has been covered

in [15, 26, 27], DOCSIS upstream throughput analysis has been evaluated in [112–115],

and DOCSIS MPEG and IPTV video transmissions has been studied in [123–125].

Design of QoS DOCSIS dynamic MAP allocations have been Initially discussed

in [19]. A CM located at the user premises content for the upstream channel with

other CMs in the same service group to transmit bandwidth requests to the headend

CMTS. The performance analysis and examination of DOCSIS request contention

has been investigated in [20, 45, 126–129]. Several studies begun to explore the

issues arising from contention and how to improve DOCSIS MAC protocols [21–

25, 28]. However, these studies have examined traditional cable access architectures

that locates all the functionality in the headend. DOCSIS MAC have been based on

the general polling protocols [131–133], these protocols have been extensively studied

and analyzed in a variety of other network settings [134–142]. We have considered

a CMs bandwidth request thats piggyback on the data upstream transmissions [143]

and focused our analysis on the MAC polling dynamics as we adjust existing polling

and delay strategies for the cable MAC protocol.
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The traditional Passive Optical Network (PON) connects an Optical Line Ter-

minal (OLT) with multiple distributed Optical Network Units (ONU). Moreover, the

OLT in a PON network can be extended to support DOCSIS networking and man-

agement functions. DOCSIS Provisioning of EPON (DPoE) [46] is an mechanism for

existing EPON whereby DOCSIS functions are provisioned through the PON. Em-

mendorfer et al. [49] have extensively discussed PON deployments for DOCSIS man-

agement in both centralized and distributed architectures. The PON deployments

increase the fiber distance between headend and customers. The IEEE has defined a

new project, EPON Protocol over Coax (EPoC) 802.3bn, to enable 1G/10G EPON

services over HFC networks. Bhumika et al. [50] have discussed the design issues

and challenges of the EPoC networks. Complementary to DOCSIS networks, PON

technology also plays a significant role in Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) networks.

Mercian et al. [52, 53] have presented an approach to control the upstream buffer

occupancies at the drop-point devices (DPDs) or the ONUs. In their approach, the

DPD, which is similar to a remote node in the D-CCAP architecture is connected to

OLT in the headend and schedules upstream transmissions for DSL modems which

are connected to DPDs.

Effective management and control of the shared hybrid upstream transmis-

sion channel is important to serve ONUs with minimum packet delay while avoiding

congestion in the network. Several studies investigated the dynamic bandwidth allo-

cation mechanisms that have been developed for the hybrid EPON upstream access.

The DBA mechanisms can operate in offline mode, i.e., OLT will collect all the re-

port messages from ONUs before granting the upstream transmission allocations,

or in the online mode the OLT can make the grant decisions after receiving each

ONU individual report message. Double-Phase Polling (DPP) mechanism is simple

and robust bandwidth allocation mechanism and have been proven to have beneficial
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performance characteristics. In DPP, each ONU is assigned to one of two separate

polling groups and each DPP polling group implements an offline scheduling frame-

work. [54, 110, 157, 161, 180–185]

In this study we investigate the Converged Cable Access Platform architectures

where remote nodes perform distributed headend functionality. Earlier work on dis-

tributed cable access architectures mostly have been qualitative in essence, these stud-

ies explored the advantages unlocked by renovating the cable architecture [1, 13, 32–

34, 130]. Recent studies have studied the R-PHY(Physical layer functions in the

remote node) and R-MACPHY (Physical and MAC layer functions in the remote

node) modular cable architectures and provided an extensive performance analysis of

both remote architectures for the Converged Interconnect Network (CIN).

4.3 Distributed Cable Access Architectures

DOCSIS CMs upstream bandwidth transmissions are based on a centralized reser-

vation which are traditionally implemented at the MSO headend. Periodically, the

DOCSIS scheduler will transmit to all CM bandwidth allocation MAP which con-

tain the time and duration of transmission of each CM during the next transmission

windows. The allocation MAP describes the available slots for contention and also

indicate the slots for new CMs to join the network [15]. More specifically, CMs can

attain bandwidth for data transmission over requests through contention or with pig-

gybacking at end of data transmissions. Piggybacking evades delays from contentions,

since the bandwidth requests are sent along with the payload data [22].

4.3.1 Remote PHY (R-PHY) Architecture

Remote-PHY (R-PHY) [4] architecture moves the DOCSISPHY layer functionality

to the remote node. Specifically, R-PHY architecture splits the DOCSIS PHY roles

from the traditional CCAP. DOCSIS upper layers are still implemented centrally at
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Figure 4.2: R-PHY Architecture: DOCSIS PHY is Implemented at a Remote-PHY
Device (RPD) and DOCSIS MAC is Implemented at CCAP Core

the headend or pushed to the cloud. Splitting CCAP functions lead to achieving

several advantages, such as independent scaling of video delivery, and flexibility in

management of DOCSIS and out-of-band (OOB) transmissions. The CCAP plat-

form function split will lead to making hardware and software upgrades modular

and independent, which will result in improved Network availability and manageabil-

ity [32, 33].

The R-PHY architecture splits the CCAP into CCAP MAC and upper layer

functions that are located at a centralized location (e.g., headend or cloud), and the

DOCSIS PHY layer functions that are implemented at the RPD, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

The CCAP headend in an R-PHY architecture comprises of the DOCSIS CMTS for

data transmission and an edge QAM (EQAM) [146] MAC for video transmission.

The CMTS upper layers include upstream and downstream bandwidth schedulers,

control signaling functions in addition to DOCSIS framing. The RPD links to the

CCAP core over a network interface and connects to the CMs over an RF interface.

An RPD also provisions the Layer 1 PHY conversion, Layer 2 MAC conversion, and

Layer 3 pseudowires (PWs) [4]. An IP pseudowires are a logical interface, similar to

an IP tunnel, that seamlessly transports the DOCSIS frames between the CCAP core

and the RPD. The Upstream External PHY Interface (UEPI) [149] and Downstream

External PHY Interface (DEPI) [148] offer the transport mechanisms between the

CCAP core and the RPD. UEPI and DEPI are based on the Layer 2 Tunneling
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Protocol version 3 (L2TPv3) i.e., RFC 3931 [150]. The RPD receives the DOCSIS

downstream transmission from the CCAP core over a digital fiber, such as Ethernet

PON. The RPD fundamentally functions as a converter for physical layer signals

that have been received through digital fiber to analog for RF transmissions over the

coaxial cable. In the upstream link, the RPD converts the CM analog signals received

from the service group (SG) to digital frames and then transmit them to the CCAP

core located at the headend/cloud for further processing.

4.3.2 Remote-MACPHY (R-MACPHY) Architecture

The Remote-MACPHY (R-MACPHY) architecture splits both the DOCSIS PHY

and MAC layers from CCAP core to the remote node, which is referred to as Remote

MACPHY Device (RMD) [153]. The CCAP core connection and the RMD is essen-

tially a Layer 2 Ethernet connection. In the downstream direction, the CCAP core

will transmit data, video, and digitized OOB signals through a L2 aggregation device

to the RMD [3]. In the upstream direction, the RMD will collect data transmissions

from all the cable modems and set-top boxes (STBs) connected to it, and then will

forwards the data to the CCAP core and STB control system. Hence, the RMD con-

verts transparently the digital optical data frames from the headend to RF signals to

be transmitted on the broadcast cable network.
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The design of R-MACPHY architecture can differ based on the execution of

the remaining CCAP functions not belonging to DOCSIS CMTS MAC and PHY.

These outstanding CCAP functions can then be either executed at the headend or

in the cloud. Shared between all design variants are the PHY and MAC layers that

are implemented on the RMD physical device. Figure 4.4 highpoints the essential

components that are common to the variety of options. Distributed R-MACPHY

architectural variations can be primarily classified into: i) RMD with minimal con-

figuration, where only the DOCSIS MAC and PHY are implemented at the RMD,

ii) RMD with embedded edge-QAM (EQAM) [146], where the MAC for both video

and DOCSIS data are implemented at the RMD, iii) Remote CCAP (R-CCAP),

which implements all CCAP functions at the remote nodes, and iv) R-CCAP with

centralized controller.

As DOCSIS MAC layer are implemented at the RMD the remaining DOC-

SIS upper layer (i.e., L3 and above) must be transported to the CCAP core at the

headend for further processing. The request-grant delay of R-MACPHY is reduced

much when compared to R-PHY, since the exchange of Request and Grant messages

only travel between RMD and CMs for much shorter distances. While in the R-PHY

architecture the RPD prioritize all the CMs Requests over payload data traffic on the

CIN to ensure low delays and QoS for all CMs, the RMD does not require any such

prioritization.
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Typically, the CCAP core connects to the RMD through a Layer 2 digital transport

connection over optical fiber. Thus, RMD traffic can be seemly transported by op-

tical Gigabit EPON/GPON CINs [154]. Logical connections, such as L2/L3 tunnels

interfaces provide transparent flow level connections between RMD and CCAP core,

as described in Fig 4.5.

4.3.3 DOCSIS Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation

We categorize and identify the dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithms in

the polling based DOCSIS MAC protocol using the three design dimensions, i) grant

scheduling framework which characterizes the event triggering the scheduling and

bandwidth allocation as well as the overall structure of the granting and scheduling

process, ii) grant sizing policy which determines the size of the upstream transmission

window allocated to each CM, and iii) grant scheduling policy which arranges the or-

der of the different scheduled transmission windows [155–158]. A dynamic bandwidth

allocation (DBA) algorithm in the DOCSIS scheduler sizes (dimensions) the upstream

transmission windows (grants) based on the reports received by the CMs and sends

the grants via MAP messages to the respective CMs.
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4.3.3.1 Grant Scheduling Framework

Offline Grant transmission windows are allocated after REPORTs from all CMs have

been received at the CMTS. That is, the schedule for the entire granting cycle of CM

upstream transmissions is generated when the REPORT message from the last CM

is received.

Double Phase Polling (DPP) CMs in a SG are partitioned into two independent

DPP groups. Within each DPP group, the granting and scheduling is triggered by

the receipt of REPORTs from all CMs in the group. Each DPP group is scheduled

independently in an offline manner.

4.3.3.2 Grant Sizing Policy

In DOCSIS 3.1, grant sizes are allocated to the CMs in terms of number of minis-

lots. Each minislot corresponds to a set of specific frequency subcarriers for a specific

transmission time duration. An OFDM symbol is the fundamental unit of the minis-

lot, and the number of OFDM symbols for each minislot in a given SG is defined as

per the specifications in [143]. The grant sizing policy determines the grant sizes in

terms of minislots such that the CM transmissions are orthogonal. By maintaining

orthogonality, each CM gets exclusive access (without collisions) to the cable broad-

cast channel for its upstream transmissions. Effectively, a group of minislots that

are reserved for the transmissions of a given CM can be abstracted to a variable

transmission (bandwidth) bitrate channel.

The grant sizing policy determines the transmission window size (in terms of

number of OFDM minislots) based on the CM upstream transmission request (in

terms of bytes of data queued for upstream transmission). We consider two widely
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considered grant sizing policies for the comparison of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY

architectures:

Gated The Gated grant sizing mechanism grant the CMs their full amount of re-

quested bandwidth [155, 158–160].

Limited with Excess Share Based on the requested transmission windows, the CMs

sharing a cable channel are segregated into a group of underloaded CMs and a group

of overloaded CMs [161, 162]. A CM is considered to be underloaded if the reported

queue size (requested transmission window) is less than or equal to a prescribed max-

imum grant size divided by the number of CMs. An overloaded CM requested a

transmission window larger than the maximum grant size. In the excess share mech-

anism, the total excess bandwidth is the sum of the remaining (unused) bandwidth

of all underloaded CMs, which is then shared by the overloaded CMs. The grant for

an overloaded CM becomes the maximum grant size plus the share of the total excess

bandwidth divided by the number of overloaded CMs.

4.3.3.3 Grant Scheduling Policy

The grant scheduling policy determines how multiple CM transmission windows (min-

islots) are arranged during a granting cycle. We employ the Shortest Propagation

Delay First (SPD) scheduling policy [163] which arranges the CM grants in ascending

order of their round-trip propagation delay from the MAC module. In particular,

we follow a hybrid allocation of minislot resources [164] across the frequency and

time dimensions such that the earliest available (in the time dimension) minislots are

allocated in a greedy manner to the CMs with the shortest round-trip propagation

delays.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation
4.4.1 Simulation Setup

4.4.1.1 Overview

We extended our OMNET++ R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures simulator [186,

187] to include Ethernet Passive Optical Networks. We simulate the EPON based

cable network illustrated in Fig. 4.1 for a single ONU/RN serving only one service

group (SG). The EPON network between the ONU/RN and the OLT/headend is

loaded by the traffic from the simulated cable SG traffic as well as EPON traffic load

⇢i which could be from different RN’s or other services. In this paper we only focus

on simulating one cable SG in detail to acquire insights into Remote PHY, Remote

MACPHY, and overall EPON polling dynamics.

4.4.1.2 Cable Network

Similar to [186, 187], In our simulations we model the coaxial broadcast cable segment

as link with transmission bit rate Rc = 1 Gbps and has one way propagation delay

� to the cable headend. We uniformly distribute the CM distance to the remote

node (RPD or RMD) from 1 to 2 Km. Throughout, we reserve 20 % of the cable

transmission bit rate Rc for contention and maintenance slots. Thus, throughout the

simulation that only 80 % of Rc the cable transmission bit rate are accessible for data

transmissions.

4.4.1.3 EPON Network

The EPON network has one-way propagation delay ⌧ leading to the headend. We

vary the distance from the ONU/RN (RPD or RMD) to the OLT from 10 to 500

Miles, considering that the EPON link can extend for longer distances to reach cloud

locations. We model the EPON network with a total number of ONU= 32 and

Upstream transmission bit rate Ri = 10 Gbps. Throughout, the EPON network
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apply a Double Phase Polling with Excess share scheduling mechanism [157]. Each

ONUs report their queue depths with a REPORT message (64 Bytes) and set the

guard time to tg = 1 µs.

4.4.1.4 Traffic Model

The simulator uses the self-similar traffic generator [172]. The self similar traffic

burstiness level is set by the Hurst parameter value H. Hurst parameter value H = 0.5,

corresponds to Poisson traffic, and the traffic burstiness level increases for increasing

H. Traffic generated by each CM in the upstream direction is modeled as self-similar

traffic with the corresponding H parameter and 494 byte average packet size. The

packet sizes distribution are as follows: 25 % 1518 Byte packets, 11 % 580 Byte

packets, 4 % 300 Byte packets, and 60 % 64 Byte packets. Each CM will generate data

packets with a generation rate �c to reach the cable network traffic (load) intensity

⇢c = �c L̄/Rc. Each of the remote node connected CMs contribute equally to the

overall packet generation rate �c. The EPON network is loaded with a traffic load

⇢i = �i L̄/Ri and the EPON and Cable traffic have the same Hurst parameter value.

4.4.2 Offline Scheduling with Gated Bandwidth Allocation

This section focuses on presenting the performance of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY

architectures over EPON for CMs with Gated bandwidth allocation for different lev-

els of traffic burstiness. Fig. 4.6 shows the mean upstream packet delay as a function

of the traffic intensity on the cable upstream channel ⇢c for different levels of traffic

burstiness for a fixed number of M = 200 CMs that are attached to a remote node.

Fig. 4.6 considers gated bandwidth allocation for both stages of polling, i.e., between

CM and remote node (cable), and between remote node and headend (EPON OLT)

to coordinate the upstream transmissions over the cable and optical segments, re-

spectively. We consider an EPON distance of 50 Miles (⌧ = 0.405 ms)and the EPON
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Figure 4.6: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for EPON One-Way Distance of 50 and 500 Miles; Fixed Param-
eters: EPON Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, 200 CMs, Gated Bandwidth Allocation, 20 %
of Cable Capacity for Contention and Maintenance.
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distance of 500 Miles (⌧ = 4.05 ms). We increment the self-similar traffic burstiness

by increasing the self-similar traffic Hurst parameter H. We observe from Fig. 4.6

that the delay differences between R-PHY and R-MACPHY follow the same general

pattern as for Poisson traffic H = 0.5, whereas the EPON CIN show significantly

larger delay as the Hurst parameter H is increased. For example, for ⇢c = 0.1, the

delay for the EPON CIN is 14.3 ms, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The EPON CIN ex-

hibits pronounced delay differences at low to moderate loads for bursty self-similar

traffic. For the long 500 Miles EPON CIN distance, the delay differences become very

pronounced at low to moderate loads, e.g., ⇢c = 0.6.

For the highly bursty traffic with H = 0.925, as expected, Fig. 4.6(a) and

(b) show the pronounced effects compared to Poisson traffic (H = 0.5). We observe

a considerable performance differences between R-PHY and R-MACPHY of about

20 ms for highly bursty traffic low loads above ⇢c = 0.1. For instance, R-PHY with

an EPON distance of 500 Miles achieves packet delays below 100 ms only for up to

cable traffic loads ⇢c = 0.35, whereas R-MACPHY accomplish 100 ms or less delays

for cable traffic loads up to ⇢c = 0.425 for the very highly challenging bursty traffic

H = 0.925. In contrast, R-PHY and R-MACPHY yields a lower packet delays up to

moderate load levels for EPON distance of 50 Miles and a lower cable traffic burstiness

levels (see Fig. 4.6(a)). We can conclude that for the highly bursty traffic H = 0.925,

the R-MACPHY quicker dynamic bandwidth allocation located the remote RMD

node can significantly trim the cable traffic delays for low network loads.

Fig. 4.7 evaluates the mean packet delay for R-PHY and R-MACPHY nodes

for the EPON CIN with respect to the number M of CMs connected to a remote

node for Poisson (i.e., H = 0.5) traffic. We observe from Fig. 4.7 that as we increase

the numbers of CMs we slightly increase the mean packet delays. These increases
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are more noticeable for moderate to high cable traffic loads range and occur for both

R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures. The increment in delay with increasing the

numbers of CMs are as a result of the extra request messages overhead which increase

the relative cable channel load on Rc. These delay are most detectable for high enough

load ⇢c as a result of the polling duration been relatively short so that the additional

requests cause a detectable extra load.

4.4.3 Double-Phase Polling (DPP) with Excess Share Bandwidth Allocation

For the evaluation of DPP scheduling mechanism with the EPON CIN, we have

considered DPP at both stages, i.e., the cable and the EPON segment. Comparing

Fig. 4.8 with Fig. 4.6 for gated EPON, for highly bursty traffic H = 0.925, we observe

that DPP gives only slightly lower mean packet delays than Gated allocation for

EPON. Whereas, for the lower traffic burstiness levels H  0.8, DPP allocation attains

a significant decrease in the average delay in comparison with Gated allocation.

For a low to moderate traffic burstiness level H  0.8, we observe that the

generated traffic bursts are distributed over diffrent CMs from both polling groups.

The CMs upstream transmissions of one DPP polling group can mask the the request

and grant round-trip propagation delay of the other group, which as a result reduces

the average packet delay when compared to Gated bandwidth allocation. As a result,

the DPP can reduce the average packet delay drastically, e.g., Fig. 4.8(b) at load

point ⇢c = 0.58 with H = 0.65 traffic, we observe that R-PHY with DPP DBA has

an average packet delay of 20.1 ms, where in Fig. 4.6(b) Gated has a corresponding

average packet delay of 52.5 ms.

Fig. 4.8(a) shows for traffic with low burstiness level (H  0.65) and moder-

ately high cable traffic loads ⇢c = 0.6, R-PHY and R-MACPHY with DPP allocation

have a very similar performance and achieves an average packet delays below 10 ms
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Figure 4.8: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for EPON One-Way Distance of 50 and 500 Miles; Fixed Param-
eters: EPON Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, 200 CMs, DPP Bandwidth Allocation, 20 %
of Cable Capacity for Contention and Maintenance.
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Figure 4.9: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as Function of Cable Link
Traffic Intensity ⇢c for Different Number of CMs Attached to a Given Remote Node
and Different EPON One-Way Distances; Fixed Parameters: EPON Traffic Intensity
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Maintenance.
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for possion traffic and for H = 0.8 a delay below 20 ms.

Fig. 4.9 assess the significance of the SG size M on the packet average delay

for the EPON with DPP scheduling R-PHY and R-MACPHY. Comparing the DPP

allocation average packet delays in Fig. 4.9 with the Gated allocation corresponding

delay in Fig. 4.7, we observe that with the Gated allocation, the mean packet delay

increase step by step with rising load; on the contrast with DPP allocation, the delay

remain in essence constant until it reachs a “knee point” and then the delay abruptly

increase. This behavior is especially noticeable for R-MACPHY, e.g., in Fig. 4.9(b)

RMACPHY delay remains basically constant at 6 ms up to ⇢c = 0.66 for 400 CMs

and to ⇢c = 0.72 for 200 CMs. The localized bandwidth alloction behavior of RMD

node leads the R-MACPHY with DPP to be very responsive and ensures low average

packet delay.

On the other hand, the R-PHY architecture suffers from sudden change in

the network due to the headend centerlized bandwidth allocation, which leads to

gradual delay increase in comparison with R-MACPHY. However, R-PHY with DPP

allocation achieves considerable reduction in the mean packet delay when compared

to the Gated allocation. For example, In the 500 Miles EPON distance scenario

(Fig. 4.7(b)) with Gated allocation and load ⇢c = 0.5, yields an average packet delay

of 94.5 ms for M = 300 CMs. The delay is reduced by almost 45 % to 53 ms by

implmenting a DPP alocation as can be observed in Fig. 4.9(b).

4.4.4 Mean Delay as a Function of CIN Distance

We investigate the average mean packet delay as a function of EPON distance in

Fig. 4.10 with either DPP or Gated scheduling mechanisms for the cable segment of

the network. Fig. 4.10 shows significant reduction in the average packet delay for

R-MACPHY as compared to R-PHY. As the distance between the remote node and
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⇢i = 0.5, 200 CMs, 20 % of Cable Capacity for Contention and Maintenance.

the headend is increased, the variations in operational performance between R-PHY

and R-MACPHY architectures become more noticeable. For the EPON distance of

1000 Miles, the R-PHY R-MACPHY mean packet delay differences are much higher

as compared to the EPON distance of 100.

We observe from Fig. 4.10 that the delay differences between R-PHY and R-

MACPHY for EPON CIN show significantly larger delay. For example, in Fig. 4.10

when EPON distance is 100 Miles, R-PHY average mean packet delay is almost

10.8 ms while the delay for R-MACPHY is 6.7 ms. The increase in delay of almost

60% is due to the R-PHY cascaded scheduling at two stages from headend to CM, and

especially from the long round trip propagation delays between headend and remote

node. On the other hand, R-MACPHY shows a lower delay, this occurs because of
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the separation of the two polling dynamics.

For R-PHY, while evaluating the performance of mean delay with respect to

EPON distance as showen in Fig. 4.10, we observe that Double-Phase Polling attains

a substantially lower packet average delays than the Gated scheduling mechanism.

For example, when the EPON distance is 100 Miles, the Gated scheduling renders a

packet mean delay of 34.2 ms, while DPP achieves a packet average delay of 10.85 ms

which is a 75% decrease, exemplify the scheduling mechanism impact. Furthermore,

the averge packet delay bursty traffic (H = 0.8) with DPP scheduling is lower than

the delay for Poisson traffic with Gated scheduling .

Fig. 4.10 shows an additive increase in the average packet delay with regard

to EPON distance for both the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures. The R-PHY

DPP mean packet delay has considerably larger slope than comparable R-MACPHY

delay and as a result, R-PHY has significantly higher delays for long EPON networks.

Importantly, we observe from Fig. 4.10 that self-similar traffic gives considerably

bigger slope values for the mean packet delay than Poisson traffic as a function of

EPON distance . For example, we observe that R-PHY self-similar traffic with H =

0.8 mean packet delay increases almost linearly to 80 ms for the 1000 Miles EPON

distance. In comparison, the slope for R-MACPHY DPP for H = 0.8 is very low and

the packet mean delay for a 1000 Miles CIN distance is below 45 ms.

4.4.5 Packet Loss Rate

CM Buffer Size of 64 KB Figure 4.11 shows the packet loss rate of R-PHY and R-

MACPHY as a function of the cable link traffic intensity ⇢c for EPON CIN distances

of 50 Miles and 500 Miles, respectively. The performance was evaluated for 200 CMs,

CIN traffic intensity of 50%, As we can observe from Fig. 4.11 that for both 50 and

500 Miles EPON distance, for up to a cable load of ⇢c = 0.6 the packet loss rates
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Figure 4.11: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Packet Loss Rate for Double Phase Polling
(DPP) Scheduling with Excess Share Grant Sizing, as a Function of Cable Link Traffic
Intensity ⇢c for Different EPON One Way Distances; Fixed Parameters: CM Buffer
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remain under 1 % for the bursty traffic (H = 0.8). Also, Fig. 4.11(a) shows that

for bursty traffic R-PHY has a slightly higher packet losses than R-MACPHY, this

is due to the R-PHY bandwiidth allocation protocol dynamics accrued delays. In

contrast, we observe from Fig. 4.11(b) that R-PHY attain a lower packet loss rate

for high cable loads above ⇢c = 0.66 as a result of the R-PHY lower request overhead

for the long EPON distance. Also, we observe from Fig. 4.11 that for loads of bursty

H = 0.8 traffic above ⇢c = 0.6, the delays shoot up to very large values, indicating

the instability of the system after reaching the maximum capacity. That is, when the

system reaches the maximum attainable capacity, any increase in the instantaneous

packet rate simply results in the dropping of packets causing very high packet loss

rate as observed in Fig. 4.11.

CM Buffer Size of 12.5 KB Figure 4.12 shows the packet loss rate performance of

R-PHY and R-MACPHY as a function of the cable link traffic intensity ⇢c for EPON

CIN distances 50 Miles and 500 Miles, respectively. In comparison to the buffer size

of 64 KB, in Fig. 4.12, we observe the packet drop rates of both R-PHY and R-

MACPHY for H = 0.8 are closely related and the small increase in the drop rate

arises due to the higher delay of the R-PHY MAC protocol dynamics. As compared

to the log-linearity in Figs. 4.11, we observe a higher slope in the packet loss rate

from 0.3 < ⇢c because of the smaller CM buffer size. Whereas, when the EPON CIN

distances of 50 Miles and 500 Miles are compared, as seen in Figs. 4.12(a) and (b),

we observe earlier packet loss for the larger EPON CIN distance due to the request-

to-grant delay. Also, we observe packet losses from 0.1 < ⇢c < 0.35, which were not

seen for the 64 KB CM buffer size, because of the limited buffer size.

Overall, we conclude the that EPON CIN and Ethernet CIN performance

for R-PHY and R-MACPHY are comparable with small variations in the delay at
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moderate CIN load ⇢i=0.5. However, R-PHY and R-MACPHY with EPON CIN

observe sightly larger delays, especially R-PHY with larger EPON CIN distances,

because of the cascaded scheduling between CM and remote node, as well as remote

node and headend.

4.4.6 Mean Delay as a Function of EPON Traffic

This section presents the effect of the EPON traffic intensity on the R-PHY and R-

MACPHY architectures performance. We examine the Cable packet delay as function

of EPON traffic intensity considering Cable DPP scheduling mechanisms and a fixed

Cable traffic intensity ⇢c = 0.2, 0.6. In Fig. 4.13 we illustrate the effect of EPON

traffic proportion, i.e., that changing the EPON traffic intensity ⇢i can have on the

Cable delay differentiation between R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures.

We observe from Fig.4.13 that for low to intermediate traffic intensity ( ⇢i  0.5

), only a small increment in the averge dely occurs. Also, as the load increases we can

notice the performance difference of remote node architecture and the effect of EPON

distance become more clearer. For the R-PHY architecture , the mean packet delay

for the 500 Miles is higher than the corresponding 50 Miles R-PHY mean packet delay

which is a result from the effect of EPON distance on R-PHY polling dynamics. We

also observe that low cable traffic ⇢c = 0.2 achieves considerably lower average packet

delays than high cable traffic ⇢c = 0.6. For example, when the network load is 0.3

and for the 50 Miles distance, the low cable traffic yields a mean packet delay of [6.1,

7.72] ms for traffic burstiness levels H = 0.5, 0.8. While when the network load is 0.7

the low cable traffic yields a mean delay of [7.11, 10.78] ms. This is almost a 15% and

29% increase for possion and bursty traffic respectively, illustrating the impact of the

EPON traffic on the Cable mean delay. In addition, the low cable traffic can maintain

network performance as the network load is increases until the EPON load reach [0.93,
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Figure 4.13: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as Function of EPON
Link Traffic Intensity ⇢i for EPON One Way Distance of 50 and 500 Miles; Fixed
Parameters: Cable Traffic Intensity ⇢c = 0.2, 0.6, 200 CMs, Cable DPP Bandwidth
Allocation, 20 % of Cable Capacity for Contention and Maintenance.
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0.9] load intensity for corresponding traffic burstiness levels H = 0.5, 0.8 and EPON

500 Miles distance. However, the high cable traffic delay increases exponentially as

EPON load reach [0.8, 0.7] load intensity for corresponding traffic burstiness levels

H = 0.5, 0.8, as a result of the increase of Cable traffic proportions in 500 Miles

scenario.

For the R-MACPHY, as expected the change of EPON traffic intensity ⇢i

only slightly increases the mean DOCSIS packet delays. We observe a small additive

increment of the Cable traffic mean packet delay as the EPON traffic intensity ⇢i is

increased until load reach 0.9 for possion traffic and 0.8 for high bursty traffic H = 0.8.

After reaching that point the mean packet delay increase abruptly. Also, with the

increase of Cable traffic proportions ⇢c = 0.6 the delay has higher delays than the

scenario with low Cable traffic ⇢c = 0.2. For instance,In the 500 Miles scenario we

observe that the mean packet delay for Low cable traffic for EPON network load of

0.8 increases nearly linearly to close to 23.5 ms for possion traffic and 26.35 ms for

high bursty traffic H = 0.8. In contrast, the mean packet delay for the high cable

traffic stays below 24.75 ms for possion traffic and 36.25 ms for high bursty traffic

H = 0.8.

4.4.7 Mean Delay as a Function of MAP Duration

This section focuses on presenting the effect of MAP duration on the performance of

R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures over EPON, for different MAP lengths. We

present the mean upstream packet delay as a function of Cable MAP duration and

the traffic intensity on the cable upstream channel ⇢c for different levels of traffic

burstiness for a fixed number of M = 200 CMs that are attached to a remote node.

We consider a DPP bandwidth allocation for both stages of polling, i.e., between

CM and remote node (cable), and between the remote node and headend (EPON) to
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Figure 4.14: R-PHY vs. R-MACPHY Mean Packet Delay as Function of Cable
Link Traffic Intensity ⇢c for EPON One Way Distance of 50 and 10 Miles; FIxed
Parameters: EPON Traffic Intensity ⇢i = 0.5, 200 CMs, DPP Bandwidth Allocation,
20 % of Cable Capacity for Contention and Maintenance.
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coordinate the upstream transmissions over the cable and optical segments, respec-

tively. We consider an EPON CIN distance of 50 Miles (⌧ = 0.405 ms)and the CIN

distance of 10 Miles (⌧ = 0.081 ms). We vary the MAP duration and EPON cycle

time between 2 ms and 1 ms in Fig. 4.14(a). Also, to demonstrate the flexibility

of R-MACPHY we consider a MAP duration of 0.5 ms with an EPON cycle time

of 1 ms. For the shorten distance of 10 Miles we can further reduce the MAP and

EPON cycle time due to the reduced propagation delay. In Fig. 4.14(b), we vary the

MAP duration and EPON cycle time between 0.5 ms and 0.25 ms.

Fig. 4.14(a) assess the significance of MAP duration reduction on the per-

formance for the 50 Miles EPON cable network. We observe that the packet delay

performance differences between R-PHY and R-MACPHY follow the similar general

pattern as shown in Section 4.4.3, whereas the R-PHY show a larger delay when com-

pared to the R-MACPHY. For R-PHY, as we reduce the MAP duration to 1 ms we

can observe for cable load ⇢c = 0.5 that the averge packet delay for possion traffic is

6.53 ms which is reduction of almost 23% when compared to the 2 ms MAP duration

R-PHY delay of 8.45. For the bursty traffic with H = 0.8, reducing the MAP to 1 ms

also help reduce the delay by almost 25% to become 9.65 ms (compared to 12.9 ms

delay for 2 ms MAP). For R-MACPHY, we find that the MAP duration reduction

results in similar behavior to R-PHY,e.g., R-MACPHY with 1 ms MAP and cable

load ⇢c = 0.5 yeilds a delay of 3.7 ms for possion traffic which is a 25 % delay reduc-

tion. As we further reduce the MAP duration to 0.5 ms, R-MACPHY achives a delay

reduction of almost 35% and 25 % for possion and bursty traffic respectively (when

compared to R-MACPHY with 2 ms MAP).

Fig. 4.14(b) presents the effect of MAP duration reduction for the 10 Miles

EPON cable network. Due to the smaller propagation distance we can further reduce
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MAP duration to consider 0.5 and 0.25 ms MAP. We observe a smaller reduction in

cable traffic delay when compared to the results in Fig. 4.14(a). For example, when

the cable load is ⇢c = 0.4 , the R-PHY with 0.5 ms MAP renders a packet mean

delay of [2.97, 5.05] ms for possion and bursty traffic respectively, while R-PHY with

0.25 ms MAP achieves a packet average delay of [2.73, 4.9] ms which result in a [9%,

3%] delay decrease, illustrating the MAP impact. Furthermore, when we consider the

1 ms MAP duration we observe a bigger delay reduction of 31% and 19% for possion

and bursty traffic respectively. For R-MACPHY, while evaluating the performance

effects of MAP Duration and while considering possion traffic, we observe that R-

MACPHY with 0.25 MAP can attain an almost 12% and 35% delay reduction than

in R-MACPHY with 0.5 and 1 ms MAP respectively for cable load ⇢c = 0.4. For the

bursty traffic with H = 0.8, R-MACPHY with 0.25 ms achives a delay reduction of

10% and 16% when compared to R-MACPHY with 0.5 and 1 ms MAP.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, we present an overview of the distributed converged cable access

platform architecture, a shifting paradigm is a key step towards revolutionizing the

Internet connectivity through the hybrid fiber cable network. However, the benefits of

DCCAP, such as flexibility and high scalability, come with the price of associated chal-

lenges, which include the operator investment, the design of new remote PHY/MAC

devices, and the deployment of new fiber nodes for the digital transmissions. One

way to address the growing operator concerns towards the increased operational cost

is by virtualizing the DCCAP functions which can be deployed in the Headend of the

operator core. However, a careful study needs to be conducted to examine the impact

of virtualization of DCCAP functions at the headend to ensure the user satisfaction

while achieving cost reduction and maximizing the resource utilization.

In addition to virtualization of the CMTS and DOCSIS functions, a functional

split based on PHY, MAC, or higher protocol layers can be made to achieve the

desired levels of flexibility and scalability at the virtualized DCCAP. However, each

split at the higher layers, i.e., higher than PHY, will increase the complexity at the

remote nodes. Therefore, we propose a research study focusing on the trade-offs

across multiple splits, whereby our studies have focused within the framework of

the functional split in a virtualized DCCAP. In addition, the delay and throughput

performance due to the physical distance, i.e., the separation between the remote

PHY device from the CCAP core will be investigated.

In Chapter 3, we have compared the two main architectures of distributed

cable access networks, namely Remote PHY (R-PHY) and Remote MACPHY (R-

MACPHY). R-PHY processes the physical layer (PHY) in the remote node close to
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the cable modems (CMs) while the medium access control (MAC) for the upstream

transmissions is processed in a headend that is connected to the remote node via a

Converged Interconnect Network (CIN). R-MACPHY processes both the PHY and

MAC in the remote node. We adapted a general polling protocol delay model to ana-

lyze the mean upstream packet delays in the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architectures.

We conducted extensive simulations to verify the analytical model and to provide

a comprehensive performance comparison of the R-PHY and R-MACPHY architec-

tures. We examined elementary offline Gated dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA)

as well as double phase polling (DPP) based DBA, which masks the propagation

delays for MAC signalling control through two parallel polling groups.

We found that for CIN networks with long propagation delays above 100 Miles,

which may arise when outsourcing the headend processing to a distant cloud, the

R-MACPHY architecture achieves significantly lower mean packet delays than the

R-PHY architecture. On the other hand, for CIN distances on the order of 50 Miles,

which correspond to typical distances of the conventional (non-modular) DOCSIS 3.1

protocol, both the R-PHY architecture and the R-MACPHY architecture achieve

comparable mean packet delays and packet loss rates. More specifically, for traffic

with low to moderate levels of burstiness (Hurst parameter H  0.8), DPP achieves

mean packet delays below 10 ms up to an effective cable link utilization level of

approximately 62.5 % (less than 20 ms for up to 75 % utilization) in both architectures.

In Chapter 4, we have examined the EPON based Remote PHY (R-PHY)

and Remote MACPHY (R-MACPHY) distributed cable access networks. We have

examined fiber-cable networks with short-range and long-range propagation in the

fiber-based passive optical network (PON) part of the overall hybrid network. We

found that for EPON networks with long propagation delays above 100 Miles R-
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MACPHY architecture achieves significantly lower mean packet delays than the R-

PHY architecture. On the other hand, for short-range EPON distances, we found that

both the R-PHY architecture and the R-MACPHY architecture attain a comparable

mean packet delays and packet loss rates with advantages to R-MACPHY. Through

extensive simulations for a wide range of levels of traffic burstiness, we verified that

DPP with Excess share outperforms Offline Gated DBA. More specifically, In the

500 Miles EPON distance scenario with Gated allocation and load ⇢c = 0.58 with

H = 0.65, R-PHY yields an average packet delay of 52.1 ms for M = 200 CMs. The

delay is reduced by almost 60 % to 20.1 ms by implementing a DPP allocation.

5.1 Future Direction

There are many important directions for future research on distributed cable access

networks. One direction is to examine different functional splits between remote node

and headend. For instance, moving some of the physical layer processing components

of the R-PHY architecture to the headend may reduce the cost of the remote node

and make it easier to update and control the physical layer processing routines that

have been moved to the headend. Another interesting direction is to explore modular

cable access architectures that support both conventional cable modems as well as

small cell base stations that provide 5G wireless service and Internet of Things (IoT)

applications. Future research should investigate the qual- ity of service and quality

of experience achieved over the distributed network for 5G and IoT applications that

require access network transport.

Techniques based on software defined networking (SDN), a key paradigm of

centralized network control can be further investigated across the multitude of the

distributed converged cable access platform architecture to coordinate the resource

sharing mechanism among multiple RPD/RMDs and ensuring QoS to CMs. Addi-
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tionally, the development of high level overall network management techniques to

utilize the principles of SDN to focusing primarily on reducing the operational cost

for the service providers.
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